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By W. B. LAWSON.

CHAP TER I.
THE CALIFORNIA

MINING CAMP.

"Call it fifty onzas, Pepito."
"Senor, he shall die."
"Do you promise?"
"I S\Year it."'
"How long must I wait?"
"Give me twenty-four hours."
"Good. When you show me your work, the money
·shall pass into your hands."
Two men stcod in the California mining town known
as Battle Mountain.
It was in the fall of '69, and the glorious foliage on the
mountains made the scene one of enchantment by day.
California grew rapidly after the close of the great Civil
'Var, for thousands of the dischargec\ soldiers wandered
across the Rockies to the gold fields of the Pacific slope.

They had been taken from all conditions of life, but
after years of army experience, many of them could not
settle down again to the old routine of business.
In the quest for gold they found a vent for the wild
spirit that had been born in the excitement of many a
campaign.
Here, amid these grand mountains of the Golden State,
old-time friends and foes often came face to face , once
more.
S0metim~s feuds that had been started in Kentucky or
?l'l issouri years ago, were taken up and brought to a termination in far-away California.
The two men who had just struck a bargain that
seemed to mean the taking of human life, turned and entered the large dance-hall that stood near at hand.
From this place came the sound 01 music, and it was
evident that the rough miners of Battle :Mountain ·,,·ere
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bent upon enjoying themselves, after their own ·rude fash- tounted as. naught, so long a he saved his own mis
ion.
able body.
As soon as darkness settled upon the camp such places
"See here, Ben, I've heard it saicL you feared no n
as this were quick to flashi their lights across the path of in Califoi:nia:."
''That's the truth, too ."
the pilgrim, iriviting him in to look on, or take a hand in
"We've ,had some additions to our camp of lat
the enjoyment of the hour. ·
Few th er~ were who could resist. the s·ecttictive wooing among them some old frien.ds of yours."
of <the fickle g9ddess of foFtune. The gold upon ·t'be
"E,h? You don't ·say," moving uneasily.
tables of the gamblers was a temptation, and games were
"Turn your eyes yonder-third table toward tlw
in progress early and late.
dlers-see that man with . the soft black hat-wait
It was all the same whether the pilgrim lost or won; in he tiirns his head this way, and perhaps you'll recog
the former case tl1e end came when he a.rose from the him."
table broke; but if by s:ha.11:ce he mat1aged to fi\l his
Just at this juncture the party mentioned glanced
pockets, it was to make himself a marked man, and lucky the direction of the door,, and .the lamp!ight fe!l full u
indeed n:ust he be to ·lea-ve- that ~en wi&hout J;>eing way- his face.
laid outside by some 0£ the g.ambl1trs' accornphces.
It was astonishing to note the · .effect upon Ben
Nearly four dozen men~-were fo. the .place when the two nold. The big desperado started, leaned forward,
entered.
actually gfaf'ed at the. party whom Buckram had hi
Some were reeling around in a dance with ,brazen-faced the Mexican to pick a ·quarrel with and put out of
partners, but 1ihe majority- seemed interested in the games w:.y.
of chance. They had come here for gold, and the .:lust
A fearful oath oozed from Arnold's lips.
of money was a predominant trait in Fheir make-up.
His companion was chuckling.
'' Now, pu;i1t out -the man to me, sefit>r."
"Do you know that man, Ben?" he asked.
"Look yonder; he bends over the· one at J.i> lay, and
"Yes. It is that dev.il from Missouri-the man '
nine lives-Jesse J ames," was the startling reply n
laughs."
"Caramba !"
by the cowed bravo.
"You appear surprised'."
"Just as true as gospel, man."
"He looks like a person I ·thoug·m--··
"Vilhat does he want here?".
''\i\ihat ?"
" Well, ·you see he got in a big mess East and was •
"He would be .a tiger, but this lamb-vay.a, ·hombre, ] <through the lungs. Frank had ·a bullet in his hip.
told"J esse a sea voyage would build him up, ·and he n
will devour him whole."
The Mexican laughed at the seemingly easy task before it. H is brotrher joined him, and during the sum
him, and failed to catch the queer expression on the fac1
they've been living with an uncle and getting well."
of his employer.
"He looks as tough as a pine knot now."·
"Make no mistake, Pepito. He is a fighter. Choosi.
''Yes, and I reckon the J arnes boys have felt an ilcl
your partner, and shoot to kill."
for adventme, so · they've come up to the mines with
1
'·Senor Buckram, consider it done."
~ d Missouri pards."
"I am glad to see you so confident. \ i\Then the thing " "Who mi g ht they be?"
'is done, this- " tapping a protuberance in his pocket"Sil as Barker and Tom Triggs.''
'·fifty gold·en onzas are yours."
· ' · The· desperado shrugged his shoulders.
"Si, senor."
I " \i\Tell, them four kin clean out Battle Mountain C
They -separated then. ·
if so be they take a notion." ·
·
The man called Buckram wandered about ·the plac-:,"' 1 "Konsense !"
keeping his eye on the party he had pointed out to the
"Buckram, you 'don't kn ow as much as I do about t
· Mexican, but it might be noticed that 11e ·avoided pass- boys."
111~ near the other.
·
,., " And I don't want to:"
\V hile t11Us engaged' he received a sudden shock as a • "They're tigers on the shoot. I'd rather face a
hand was laid upon his shou lder. "
con°pany o' Uncle Sam's boys than Jesse J amcs whe1
"~ uek, old boy, how are you?"
mad is up."
"Pe rhaps so, but he's going to get into trouble be
WJ1eeling , he faced the speaker, a muscular man. with thi s nig'ht is old."
·
a fierce-looking face, and the general air of a Califo r-'. ·
Ben looked at him quickly.
nia desperado.
"D'ye mean that ?' 1
The ·ight of J1im seemed pleasing to Buckram, hov ~:
"I do, pare!."
ever, for he gripped the other's paw.
"Tell me what's in ,the wind."
"Ben Arnold!" he ejaculated .
J "I have cause to bate Jesse James, and I believe
"You look kinder surprised, old hoss ."
shoot me on sight if he recognized me. But this sea
"I ·b eard you were dead."
my face makes a differe.nt man of me, and my own f
"Yes, they did give me a close call' in that scrimmage' would µass me on the street \vithout speaking."
clown at Lone Pine Bar, but ye see I came out ahead. · I
"Did he gi vc you that?"
started a graveyard for the boys in the deal."
Buckram nodded his head, and gritted his strong, ,
teeth savagely.
The desperado chuckled ·as he spoke.
"Yes. I u s~d to hunt with Jesse J ames, but we h
Taking human life was an old story with him, and few words, and he shot me down like a dog, unarm
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was. It's a way he has. I'd as soon think of lcroking
or n:c:-cy from a grizzly bear as from him!"
"Well?"
''He thought I was dead, and believes so yet, but I
.anaged to live, and, leaving my old haunts, came out
ere, where a homely man has as much chaf'.ce as the
ext one, providing he's quick on the trigger."
''But t he plot against him?"
"Wait. I've hired two men to do him up."
"Two! A dozen couldn't do it."
"That remains to be seen. I've known the best man in
he mines to go down 1befo:-e a tenderfoot. A bullet
unts no matter who sends it."
''Ju~t so; but you couldn't hire me to be one of them
\VO."

"I suppose not, Ben ; but you'll stay and see ~he fun?"
"Perhaps."
"If they lay out Pepito and his pard, here are forty
1en as will crowd 'em to the wall. You see the oddsour agin' forty."
·
"Yes, and it'll be a bad thing for the forty; you mark
1y words."
''Ben, vou're a regular croaker."
''Well,- I know them boys, and ought to. They can't
e killed. I 've seen 'em pass througlh scenes that would
ay out any ordinary man. \Vhen Jesse James goes under
t will be at the hands of a traitor while he sleeps."
"\Vhat brings you to this camp?"
"A little business of a private natu-re. If I'd known
1ey was here, I reckon I'd stayed away. "
·'Nonsense. You have plenty of friends in this shanty,
Id man. Be your old self. 'Dhey wouldn't dare pick a
uarrel here."
"I don't know as there's much them boys skeer at. I:ve
een 'em do dare-devil things as wouldn't be believed if I
ld 'em. However, I'm goin' to hang around an' see
rhat comes of it all. I wish you success."
"That's what I'm in this deal for."
Ben Arnoid imagined he saw the eyes of the man he
eared roaming in his direction, and immediately slunk
way.
Bravo t11at he was, a terror among the miners of the
oast range, he proved a veritable coward w~1en in the
resence of the guerrillas who had fought under Quan•
ell, the scourge of Missouri.
Buckram, left alone, leaned against the bar, and sureyed the throng, searching for the other three Misourians, w1hom he knew to be present.
Thev were not far away from Jesse James, and, knowg th~ men so well, he could easily pick them out.
Then he ]oQked for Pepito.
The Mexican was di -covered tq,lking with a man who
as known as the most adroit gambler in the camp, and
rem .their actions it was easy to be seen that they were
!king business.
The gambler grinned as he surveyed the man who was
be his victim.
. Evidently he thought he had an easy thing. and he was
ot the flrst man who had made this mistake in connection
rith the outlaw from .Missouri.
Tne looks of the James boys belied their natures.
Frank was quiet and Jesse congenial, but one might
nverse with them an h0t1r and have no suspicion that
e had been in communion 'vith two of the boldest rascals

the West ever knew~men who scorned death and danger,
and whose names hadl long ~used< a shudder to pass up
and down the Mississippi Valley.
Appearances are often d(?.Cept;ive.
The wolf sometimes dons sheep's clothing, the better
to secure his prey, and when in a civilized land Jesse
James was more than once taken for a young parson·.
Buckram was watching the progress of the game, and
specula,ting upon the result of the deal he had in motion,
when his attention was suddenly called to another quarter
by something not down on the programme, at least as he
had arranged the scenes.

CHAPTER IL
DECLINED WITH THANKS.

There was•a stage at one end of the hall, and upon this
appeared the prop11ietor tB announce a new attraction in
the s'hape of a lady singer, who had c0me up from San
Francisco in the stage coach.
He begged that the miners would cease all talk and play
for the present, and in return promised them a treat.
Then with a flourish he introduced-"Sefiorita Inez Carmen."
She swept forward upon the ruEie stage, and the audience at once became spellbound, not at sight of a handsome woman alone, for these were not the days of '49,
w·hen a woman ·was a rarity in a mining camp, but because someth~ng in the manner of the songstress chained
their senses.
She stood, there for ":l. full minute, gazing from one
group of faces to another, perfectly self-possessed.
One might even believe she sought a certain person
among those present; but if she found ·him, no sign betrayed the fa.ct.
i.'hen suddenly her lips parted, and a flood of melody
rang througih that hall.
It had ere now echoed with oaths, rude laughter, and
even the crack of the deadly revolver, but never had the
tones of a woman's rich voice filled it with song.
No matter what she sang-it was some old ballad like
the ·'Swannee River," but when the senorita finished she
was greeted with a whirlwind of applause.
Men clapped and shook hands, acting like crazy creatures-some tossed handfuls of g-old coins upon the stage,
while others gave a tribute in the shape of minute bags
of gold dust, holding an ounce perhaps.
The manager ran cut, and, colleoting these offerings on
a tray, presented th em to the singer, with the request
that she favor them again.
~ This she did, singing song after song.
They seemed never to tire of hearing her, but when
half an hour had passed the propri etor announced that as
the lady's voice had shown signs of weariness, she would
sing them one more song, af.ter which they must be considerate and allow her to retire .
She sang "Home, Sweet Horne."
The room was crowded, more than three-score having
entered v•lhile the singing went on.
Probably a rough er crowd could not have been found in
the mines, and yet, while she sang that itol'.chi!1g ballad~
more than one grizzled miner might have been seen to
draw the sleeve of his ftar!nel shirt across his eyes. as
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buried recollections stalked before his memory-few there
a re .w ho 'have not at some period in life had a home.
Amid a deadly silence the songs'tress ceased; made a
bow, and retired.
The business of gaming went on; but t:here were some
who had played 'before who got up and left the place now.
T11at song had aroused the better feelings in their
he'arts, and for a night at least they could not bear to be
·
found in such company.
Fully two-score remained.
They represented the worst elements in the mmmg
town-their souls had been too long steeped in sin to feel
any remorse,. and w'h en the little entertainment was over,
they turned to their games with renewed zest.
The senorita pa:s·sed back of ithe little stage to a small
r-0om.
T1iere a man awaited her, who proved to be no other
than Ben Arnold.
•
He gazed upon ithe small tray full of gold coins and
dust that she had laid down, and then asked eagerly :
"\!Veil, did you find. your man, sefiori1ta ?"

ST OR~ES.

voice, even if your face was stained and your hair dyed
black?"
"He knows not that I can sing."
"Strange, and he your husband.''
"Our story is out of the common, and there is no
need of 1~1y telling it,' ' she said, decisively.
Arnold bit his lip: this beauty fascinated him. and he
was v-ery curious to know her past history, but s·hc baffled him.
"Of course not, sefiorita; pardon my rudeness. But
you have forgotten one thing.. ,
"What is that?",
"This man 's name."
The singer hesi latecl ;i minute.
"It is David Graham."
She watched him while speaking, but Arnold gave no
sign that he recognized the name.
"You have not met him, then?"
"I never heard the name, but perhaps -I've known the
man, all the same.''
"Easy enough. One-half .t he men in yonder room, I
reckon, are sailing under false colors."
he know
•·you mean they have other names than the ones they
"I am sure ·h e could not-this stain alters my looks now bear?''
completely."
"Yes . Lots of them have been in trouble clown East,
"Have I done my part?" eying the g0ld as a hungry and came to the Pacific slope for the good of their counhawk might a spring chicken.
try, to begin life anew, and und er such circumstances, it
"Yes; take your pay, Arnold," she replied.
was only natural that they w0uld take new names.''
He waited for no further invit'ltion, but had the offer"Then I s,hall have to point him out to you."
ings of the audience in his pockets before one could count
"That will be the only way."
ten.
"How will you capture him?"
She watched him with a scora1ful look
Arnold drew his big frame up and laughed.
"Are you ready to help me further?"
"Most men are puppets in my hands. You see, all I .
''Yes.''
have to do is to tel l a chap what I want and he does it.
''And will do what I say?"
Ben Arnold is known in these diggings as a bad man to
''I reckon you can rely on me."
tackle."
''You ar·e a brave man, and will not fail me."
"Tell me what you will do?" ·she asked.
"vVhat do you want done?"
"Me? Oh, I'll step up to the fellow and ask him if
"As I said before, the man I seek is here in· that room.
his name is Davy Graham. Then I'll slip my arm in his
It is my desire 'to have him in my power. You must
and tell him I've got some news of importance for him,
capture him."
which can ·only be told outside. Of co1Jrse, he 'II go with
" It shall be done."
me, can't resist the influence, you know," chuckling.
"This very night."
''And then?"
"Where will vou have him taken?"
"Once in the street I'll bring another kind of influ"Do you kno\v the cabin occupied by tlfe fortune-teller,
ence
to bear upori him, a species of gentle persuader,"
Saidee?"
and he significantly touched the butt of a heavy Colt's
"Yes."
''I will be there to receive him. Remember, you must revolver that was thrust in his belt.
';It all seems easy enough. When will you do this fo r
do him no injur.y.'"'
me,
l\fr. Arnold?"
"To capture a strong man and do him no injury is a
"Say inside of half an hour."
hard job, but I'll try and oblige. If I sucreed--"
"That 'Nill do nicely. Remember, any in jury done to
''The ring is yours," and she held up her hand, upon a
finger of which was a ring containing a large, handsome him I will avenge m~elf."
Arnold whistled softly.
diamond.
"Jupiter ! this is a qu£!er business, meddling between
''It is a bargain, senorita. Since you don't want this
husband
and wife: The less I have to do in that role the
man injured, I imagine ·he is not an enemy you hate."
better. She loves and yet she hates him."
"He is-mv husband!"
"Ah ! that is because you do not understand a woman,
Arnold sta ~ted.
"Ah! I begin to see; he ran away, perhaps, after an- Mr. Arnold. There is always a species of the tiger in
her love-the man who scorns her must beware."
other face. He is a fool, then."
"I could understand it all if you wanted1me to lay this
";\iever mind what the secret is-it is between him
·and me. Your duty is plain."
man out; I know what hate is."
"I didn' t say I hated him. I must see him face to face;
"Bu:t do you mean to tell me that if your husband wa·s
tl:cre while you sang he would fail to recognize yo ur there is something to be explained between us. Vv'hen

;:~~o~~ h~·~:~

you~?"
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that has been done either the gulf will be bridged or else
made impassable. Your duty is to fetch him to me at the
cabin of the fortune-teller within the half hour."
"No time like the present, senorita. That rino- would
look well on my little finger.'\'
"Earn it."
"Just what I'm intend in' to do. Come, point out the
man to me, and then go to the cabin, where you can sit
clown and wait."
"I do not want to appear before th ose men again. Ts
there no way in which we can look in upon them without being seen?"
He reflected a minute.
"How about one of the windows?"
''Are they high?"
"Not over four or five feet from the ground."
" Then I should think the,· would do. You are acquainted about this place. Lead me to the outer air by
the small door."
Arnold at once obeved.
He coveted the bea1!tifol ring she had promised him for
a reward, and was anxious to earn it, believing the task
would be one of the easiest he had ever attempted.
Once in the open air, they were soon standing under
the row of window from whence came light and sounds .
These openings were not over three feet square, and on
acco1:nt of the heat within, were all open.
'\ Vithout any part icular effort they cou ld gaze upon the
busy scene within. watch the play of tLe gamblers, or
e..-en study the emotions that marked their stern-set ~a~es.
It was a sight such as has cursed eve ry new m111111g
country in the world. The demons o f drink and gambling are the besetting sins that send many a man to hi
grave.
.
. .
.
It will be always thus. Daring spmts venture mto
th e~e wild regions, and the clash of opposing factions
must result.
The two stood at the opening.
" Sho\'; me Davy Graham, se1iorita, and I'll show yon
the man l mean to take under my wing in abont ten minutes. and convey to yon. Point out the critter, so I can
fasten my eagle gaze on him, and he's my \lleat."
''That is easi]\, clone. He sits at the table beside the
post-see, he deals the cards. That is the man you have
promised to capture for me ..,
Arnold's eyes opened like sancers.
''That man with the felt hat pnshed back from his forehead, with the qui et look abont him-is he that runaway
hu sband you 're trying to hire me to capture? Excuse
me. madam, but a dozen such rings coulcln 't tempt me to
take the risk . I must decline, ·with thanks. ·w hen I'm
fool enough to try and put a whirlwind in my pocket,
vou'll find< me just up to such capers as capturing Jesse
arnes. I happen to know this husband of yours,
senorita, as the toughest devil of a fighter in all America.
Good-evening.''

J

CHAPTER III.
THE DANGER LINE.

Ben Arnold turned as though he meant to walk away,
bu t he did not take three steps before the hand of the
woman was on his arm again.
"Stop!"
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"What is it now. senorita?"
''I wish a few words with you."
"It is all useless. I wouldn't undertake the job for all
the gold dust in the camp ...
And he meant every word of it. too.
"There must be some mistake, .. she cried.
"Mistake? Yes, it was a big one when 1 ever promised to do as you said ."
" Ko, no: I mean about the man."
"You said he was your husband ."
''He looks wonderfully like him. and yet one of us is
wrong. If that is the notorious Jesse James, as you declare, then he cannot be the party 1 am seeking."
Arnold looked interested.
"There may be something in that . I've known two
men to look alike before. ~ow, r m sure this man is the
one I speak of. Thafs Frank James at the same table.
Then, as you say, it can't be David Graham."
·'No, no: m y Davy is not a wicked man like Jesse
James. He never took human life. It is terrible to think
they look the same!"
Arnold \ras possessed of an idea-when one came to
him he was in the habit of seizing it with bulldog pertinacity, and holding on.
" See here: how long have ·you known this man you call
Davy).,
"\Vhy do you ask?"
" Because. th e thought struc;, me that perhaps Jesse
Jarnes might have changed his name when he came to
California."
At this she was overwhelmed with confusion.
"That would kill me, indeed; but it is absurd. i\Iy
Davy is a man of honor, and not an outlaw, hunted with.
a price on his head."
''You didn ·t answer my question,'' he persisted.
''How long have I known Davy ?"
"Yes."
"About six months."
"Since last spring ?"
''Yes .''
"Ah! Jesse James came to California then."
''Horrors!"
"So you see, madam, in spite of your belief in Davy, it
mav be that he and th e terrible outlaw of Missouri are
on~."
"Let me look at him again."
She remained at the window several minutes watching
the players, and then turn ed to her athletic companion.
''VI/ell?" asked Arnold.
"That man is not Davy."
"What makes you so sure?''
"Every person has a way of doing things, and I know
Davl''s habits. This man docs the same things in an entire!)· different way."
"Men are deceivers ever, you know. He may have
been acting a parf when with )·ou."
"It is not so."
Her manner suddenly changed ; she became confident
in her bearing, Q.nci Arnold's keen eyes noted this fact
instantly.
" You have another reason for believing it, sefi.orita,"
he said, quickly.
"Yes-there it is."

6
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She pointed across the room to where a small group
stood watching some interesting play.
Among the men standing there was one who at once
riv~ted Arnold's attention.
Fie was built very much after the style of Jesse James,
and hi~ face resembled that of the Missouri outlaw in
general features, although had one analyzed it, he might
have discovered a considerable difference.
This, then, was Davy.
Arnold looked on the double of the notorious Jesse
Jame~, and then glanced at the original with something of
wonder.
"I don't wonder you were deceived; I never saw men
more alike. I'd like to bet they're some relationscousins, perhaps. Did your Davy come from Missouri,
senorita?"
She ignored his question.
'' You see your man-will you lead him to me as you
promised?" she asked.
" By the holy smoke, I will."
"There is no time like the present."
"I said inside of half an hour."
''Yes."
''And I'll do it if I can. f..nyhow, I'll bring him to you
when I have the chance."
"Gbod-the ring shall be yours."
"You are away?"
"The sooner I leave you, the quicker the work may be
carried out."
"Shall I see you to the hm1se of the fortune-teller?
These streets are not exactly safe for a lady at this hour
of the night."
It was evident that Arnold had once been a gentlema11; one could hardly believe it looking at the rough
bravo, but the wild life he had led for years in the gold
mines was not conducive to polish or refinement.
She greeted his proposition scornfully.
''See, the moon is rising. What have I to fear? Besidlls, you see how I am armed," and she displayed a
small but serviceable revolver.
, "vVhere did you get that tool?"
"My husband gave it to me."
"Can you use it?"
"The first man who insults me will discover that fact
to his cost."
"Did he teach you to shoot?"
"Yes. Davy is a champion pistol-shot."
"The deuce he is. I warrant vou he'd stand a poor
show against the man he re·sembles. "
"Don't mention such a thing. There is no reason they
should ever meet. I am going now:- Keep your promise, "Ben Arnold."
''I'll do my best, lady.".
,
He watched her pass clown the rough street, and shook
his head wisely.
"I reckon as how she would use that ere little pop on a
feller if he chanced to say somethin' she objected to.
\A/ell, I'm not in that game at all. Give me plenty of
money and licker, and I'm content."
She vanished from his gaze.
No outcry or shot came up the street, and he presumed
the songstress must have reached the house of the fortune-teller in safety.

Now the business in hand demanded that he give it his
attention.
He turned once more to the window, bent upon making
sure of his man ere entering.
Although his attention nae! only been diverted for a
few minutes, hardly more than two in truth, the man
whom he sought had vanished.
In vain did Arnold endeavor to discover him among
the litt1e knots gathered about the players-David Graham had disappeared as utterly as though the earth had
opened and swallowed him.
This was exasperating.
Unless the man came :n again very soon, Arnold certainly could not keep his word.with the woman who called
herself David Graham's wife, yet pursued him with some
strange purpose.
When he had looked at all in the room and made sure
that his man was not present, Arnold muttered a curse
·
on his hard luck.
" Sure, he is like the Irishman's flea-now you think
you have him, but when you raise your finger he ain't
there. Never mind, I may have a chance to get him
yet."
Thus muttering_he looked in through the window and
watched the play, keeping one eye on the door so that he
might know if-the man he sought came in again.
Once or twice a party entered, but it was not the one he
sought.
Each time Arnold glanced up eagerly, only to meet
with disappointment.
As the table at which the James boys played was nearer
his window than any other, he watched their game, keeping as well in the shadow as he could, for well he knew
what suspicious mortals these border outlavvs were, and
that if they discovered him thus spying on them, just as
likely as not they would send a bullet into his brain without asking a question.
It was a way they had of teaching people to mind their
own business.
Arnold knew them both, and feared them.
His actions had already declared this.
Truth to tell, he had ridden beside them in the awful
raids of Quantrell's guerrilla ban d when they sacked the
town of Lawrence and did other bloody deeds-these men
'.had been brothers in the war's cruelties, but something
had arisen to build up a wall of hate between them.
One thing interested Arnold.
In the antagonist of Jesse James he recognized Pepito,
the Mexican whom Buckram had pointed out as the tool
he had hired to accomplish his work.
No doubt the gambler, who was Pepito's partner in
the game, was also pledged to down Jesse James.
Arnold smiled.
He could see with prophetic vision the inevitable result,
and he almost pitied the two poor devils whom Buckram
had l1$ed to further his plans.
Of course they were ignorant of the truth ; had the
dreadful names of their opponents been whispered into
their ears those desperadoes would never have dare,d to
carry out the game.
In their ignorance they stalked along to doom.
The James boys seldom drank, but both prided themselves on being good card-players, and being challenged
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by the Mexican in ·a sneering ·manner to have a .game,
Jesf.e had at once accepted, hunting up his brother1 and
, g.i ving t\i·o friends a wink as he passed, that signified
there was going to be music in the air.
· . lt.hougn. of co urs e , he conid JY'l t di 1 ;11" the exact motives of Pepito, in lhus selecting him and offering a challenge. he ncvert1~Plcss believed the man w's :!n ' ..., S')ll1C
·game w"l1ich would open up a chance for excitement.
Th i ~ being what they wanted, accounted for the readiness with which he had accepted the offer to play.
Watching their play, Arnold could not see that either
side was making any impression.
. The Jam es ·toy were as clever with the pasteboards as
their experienced ·opponents, and the fact soon began to
· gall the i\I exican.
He scowled.
Arnold kne\V whal would · follow,. and was prepared to
witness an exciting scene.
\ i\Thichcver way ~he affair went it did not matter ~o him
_:if the J ames bo:-·s were slain then the earth would be
ab1e to rc'st more in peace, as they were disturbing elements wherever they went. On the other hand, should
the fight go against the gamblers, Arnold rejoiced to
know that he would see his old comrades on their mettle.
They pur"succl different t1'ails no w, and were foes, but
be could never fo rget that they had once ridden together
under Quantrel l.
· · ·
·
l\len who brave clanger side by side always have a certain regard fot each other, even though they meet again
as foes.
The explosion could not ·b~ ·far off.
'vVhen the wa t her at the window saw the Mexican
·· wink to his comrade, he knew the decisive moment had
arrind.
· They meant to institute a series of cheats in order to
beat tlieir opponents.
. .
Along the border such a thing merits death, for even a
()"ambler can lay claim to being a square man. All clcpendecl upon the fact whether the little game could be detected.
.
Cards were played, for the game was the American
one of poker.
,
\ Vhcn the hand were shown it turned out that the
Mexican held three kings.
F rank James' .hacl given place to one of the friends
from Missouri, who laid down l1is hand.
,
'' Three aces," he said, raking in the pot.
_ T!1e11 looking squarely at the i\Iex ican until ' i.hc latter
'sco\Vlecl,-he · said quietly:
·
"It wou ldn't be safe for you to try that same trick
ag-ain, Sefi.or Pepito."
.
·
~ .. Good," ejaculated Arnold , "they're on to the thief."
CHAPTER IV.
TUE

BATTLE

l S

ON.

At these significant words from the holder of the three
ace·s the M ex ican cowled more fiercely than ever.
"Cai•ajo! what do you say?" he grow led.
"Just this, and I want you to hear me. l di scarded a
king myself, and saw a second on the bottom of the pack
as you dealt. You -have three ; therefore you slipped out
the· bottom card from . the pack for yourself. AG"ain I
warn you t hat it won't be safe to try that a sccot1cl tirne."

His words were plainly heard through the large room,
and every man ceased dealing or playing on the instant.
Such a ·charge as that meant trouble.
A man accused of cheating· has but one redress, and
this is his revolver.
Jesse James knew this fact better than his friend, and
hence prepared for ;;tction.
He kept his eyes glued on the Mexican, while his hand
crept in the direction of his weapon.
. His suspicion was confirmed:
"You lid" hissed Peoito.
The chance he wanted had come. He did not mean to
murder the man who had flung the charge in his face ;
but his first hot was to be in · the direction of the party
whom he had engaged to kill for fifty golden onzas.
Like a good many other men who from time to time
became engaged in a personal controversy with Jesse
] ames, this poor de:vi l was too slow on the shoot.
He sL;cceeded in drawing his pistol to be sure, but
precious little good it did him, for hardly had the weapon
come forth from his belt than a bullet from the revolver
of the Missourian outlaw apparently cut his heart in
twain.
Pepito fell back in his chair. So suddenly had oblivion come to this wicked man that he was not even
given the chance of muttering the name of his favorite
patron saint.
.
To be ushered from a life of crime into an eternity of
woe! such seemed to be his fate.
Meanwhil~ the gambler had not been idle.
.
When Jesse 's friend accused his dark-faced partner of
deliberate cheating, thi s man seemed to realize that something had to drop. ·
He depended on th~ blade in nreferencc to the revolver,
and at the instan t J esse Jam es fired his first shot this fellow was flourishing a fearful knife, built upon the Bowie
pattern.
vVith thi s he made a fierce lunge directly at the heart of
the i\Iissonri outlaw .
Had the blade served its master faithfuily, it would
have made an encl of the notorious train and bank robber
then and th ere ; but they say Satan often cares for his
own, and it seemed like it in this instance.
It chanced that Jesse Jam es had been i11 the hq.bit of
carrying- a buckskin pouch filled with gold dust in the ld ~
breast-pocket of his coat .
The knife struck this, and its forward progress was arrcst:°-cl. An inch to· 011c side allrl the :0 Tissou:<an must
have been slain .
It ,,·as one of the vcn~ marvelous narrow escapes thi :;
man had in his wonclcrf~1l life of ad,·c11tme.
Onick as a fla sh Jesse James turn ed that cleath-dealin ~;·
r e;ol ver over his ar n1-thc gambler 1r;1,, o "·er h 's !di
shoulder, and had partly risen from hi s clnir in order t o
add force to the blow with which he meant to end t!1c
other.
\Vhen tint fin ger pressed the fatal trigger the ni,uzz.lc
of the rc·-:olvcr "'·as close' to the 1:1an 's hcacl. and the bc1··
let sL:nk deep in his hrai11 .
·
·
lie never kne w \1· hat hurl h:E1. but fell forwa:·cl tif' .n
the· S-ili~1bl.ing \able, a r::'.:;;sth· sight.
'uch a terrible tragedy of a dnubrr nature had p:·c·1ably never taken piacc iii thi:; h:!ll lJcro!·c.
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'What· was apt to add coals to the fire was the fact that
while the slain men 1vere citizens of the camp, the victors
in the little affair had been looked on as pilgrims-stram.gers.
At any rate the fight was on.
Frank Jam es and the ·others of Quantrell's old guerrilla
band sprang forward to the assi's tance of t11eir comrades.
It was forty to four.
Such terrible odds mighrt have overwhelmed some men,
but not these human tigers.
They gloried in scenes of danger and bloodshed.
Almost every awful diarge on the decalogue of crime
has been brought against the James boys; probably
scores of men have gone to death at their hands, sometimes in fair figb!t during the war. and again murdered
in cold blood for some'trivial cause.
No on~ has ever dared to charge them with being
cowards in a physical sense.
·
Ti°m~ and again they fought ten or twenty foes-fierce,
merdiess as they might be, but surely possessed of the
animal bravery that leads the tiger-cat of the Indian
jungle to leap into the center of a circle of foes, rending and tearing, until riddled with wounds, it falls.
Such were these strange outcasts of the border.
After the war they had gained such notoriety as
fiends in human shape from having done such deadly
executic;:m under the guerilla flag they served •t hat people laid everything that happened at their door, and,
driven by irresistibl e circumstances into outlawry, they
~ietermined that since they had . the name they might as
well have the gam e, and so they renewed their career of
rapine and murder.
The!"e were the men who now found themselves facing
two score of furious miner-gamblers, in the camp of
Battle Mountain.
Frank James, as cool as a cucumber, swept Jesse"s
earnings into his pocket, spattered as the coins were by
the blood of the man who had last been shot.
Then he, too, drew his revolver and prepared for hot
work.
Every game was called on the spot. •
Men snatched up their money or little bags of gold
dust, and, roaring out oaths, pressed forward toward
the daring quartet.
Jesse ] ames was never more cool in his life than at
this moment.
Blood enough had already been shed-he would make
one effort to avert the ,remendous conflict impendffig.
Revolver in hand, he sprang upon the table, and
raised his hand.
Silence en sued.
They would at least hear him.
It ~1 as a strange scene, and one that could never be
forgotten by those who saw it.
• Th-:: gamblers were pressing forward with fierce looks;
worri.en shr:mk into the ccrners and held their breath;
weapons were seen on all hands, and, mounted upon the
bloody iable, with the smoke still curiing from the muzzle
of his death-dealing revolver, stood the central figure
of all.
"Men, listen to me. These parties cheated my friend
and me. ·when we denounced them, they would have
t;ikcn our lives onlv that I was too quick on the trigger.

Any one of you would have done just " "h:at I did. W a:.
I right?"
A few fair-minded men present called out in the
affirmative, but their voices were drowl).ed in a roar of
rage from the mob, who had already decided t.h at no
matter how just was the cause of the strangers, tbey must
die to atone for the bloody wGrk just done.
Again the defiant man on the table raised his left hand.
Once more the shouting cease·e.
Before carrying out their deer~ and riddling him with
balls, they were willing to accord him a hearing, though
it ivould make no difference what he said.
"Gentlemen, 1 want to introduce myself and then,
perhaps, some one of you would like to have it out: You
may have heard of me. I am Jesse James, of Missouri,
and this is mv brother Frank."
The crowd was momentarily awed, for the infamous
deeds of these outlaw brothers had reached even the
California gold fields.
Buckram was in the rear.
He had witnessed the sndder; doom that had cle"Scended
upon his creatures, and chuckled to think that now he
would probably attain his end without having to pay
the price of blood . •
When he saw the momentary confusion that came
upon the gambling horde at the mention of that dreaded
name, he knew something must be done, and that immediately, or else his pr"y would yet escape him. ·
He hated .T esse James with all the venom that one
rascal can bear iowanl ai10iher who has used him as a
stepping-stone in the past, and cast him aside when he
had no fmther need of his services.
'"V1fhat he says is false; men. I give him the lie thus."
So saying, Buckram discharged his revolver and sent a
bullet through ihe hat of the 111~11 who stood upon the
table.
"Ah! you ·re there, Jack Buckram; I know you, and
recognize your work."
As he spoke .T rsse James fired without raising his revolver frcm his hip.
It was a seemingly careless shot, but this n~ an. was so
skillful that he could do wonders witJ1 the revolver, and
this piece of business was ::1.11 . old favorite of his.
Buckram knew it, too, and saved. his own miserable
life by sprawling upon the Roar just at the second the
other fired.
It happen.eel, however, that a man was passing across
the room beyond, making for the door, and ·the bullet
buried itself in the calf of his leg.
•
He immediately shrieked out that he was a dead man,
and, calling upon all his good friends to avenge his fall,
dropped to the floor to hug his wounded leg, and at the
same time keep o ut of reach of flying missiles.
This unforeseen event set the ball rolling again, for it
seemed as though the battle had really opened.
Jesse Jam es realized that he could not hope to stem
ihc tide.
"lf you must have it, come on, and we will show you
how .Quantrell's men fight!" he called aloud.
Th.e n, seeing scv.eral weapons being raised, he jumped
from the table jnst as a storm of bullets Celt the air
where he had stood.
Th~ scene that ensued almost baffles description; it
would take a pen of fi re to dg the battle justice.
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w ·e arons cracked, men shouted, women screamed, and
lqud oaths ot shriek s ~Id when a leaden messenger had
fou:r:<l a lodgment in a human body
The tcibacco smoke had been dense before, but now
burned pow'cler added its quota, and as light after light
was extinguished, either through accident or design, a
gloom quickly settled over the scene t:hat was like a pall.
Still the awful sounds went on.
The. four Missourians fought like devils, and laid their
mark upon all around.
They mad.e it a point to keep together, knovling that
to separate wa.s to lose the battle.
Little by little, as they fought, they worked · their way
·
in the direction of the door.
Sno'n their revolve.rs wou\.d . be empty, and unless they
were out of this holocaust, it was likely the doom they
visited upon otliers wot'ild be brought home to them. .
Nearly a· dozen men ha<l fallen. ·
Some. were killed outright, others wounded more or
less severely: but had an electric light been flashed sud·
denly upon the room it would have. revealed a scene sick·
ening in its· character.
It was a veritable charnel-house of death, and the
most terrible night ever known in the mining camp of
Battle Mountain.
. The d?or was near .at hapd, but the enemy had possess10n of 1t .
As the moon shone without they could see a struggling throng at the doo:-; two stout men in attempt.ing to
get out had become fast , and their struggles prevented
th e blockade from being raised.
.
Frank James sprang at them with a shout and be~an
hammering: one:; of them with his heavy revolver, and .at
the same time kcepirig up a steady push.
·
CHAPTER V.
A

TRAIL

OF

BLOOD.

Thank? to this energetic treatment, the blockade was
soon hroken; one of the burly land pirates being shoved
out imo the open, vYhile th.e other was roughly drawn
in,ide.
· The passage being clear by this time, Frank .hmes
allowed one of his friends to pass by, followed by the
second.
Still the uproar and confusion existed within.
A fe\r of· the gamblers knew their enemies were escaping, but they were tmable to make themselves tmderstood, such was the furor-men shouting,, cursing,
g;,oaning, shrieking, until the babel of sounds seemed
cteafening in the confine(! space.
Frank could not see his brother.
Had Jesse fallen?
Perhaps the fate !1e had courted so often in his wild
past had descended upon him at last.
\.Vas he . doomed to meet his lleath: in the midst of this
>vhirl of excitem ent?
·
. Fran}< Jam es glared about him Eke . an enraged tig€'r
about to leap .
. If he found. reason to believe Jesse had been down~d,
and Jay there either dead or wounded, he would hr.ve
rushed. back into the 1nelee, and have stood over the
fallen man.

'

"

At this moment, however, there was a rush of feet
near by.
.
A man's flying fignre loomed up.
The. party made. a leap . for one of the small openings
denominated windmvs, and passed throug'h.
It was the Missouri outlaw.
Engaged in a hot hand-to~hand encount~r with some
of the enemy near by, he was· not aware of the fact th;it
the door was open, and had taken this means of gaining
the outside.
. .
As luck would have it, in making this leap he lanlied
squarely upon Ben Arnold, who at that moment chanced
to be passing.
·
This latter individual had been near the door, and
when Frank James opened a passage those outside fell
hastily back, Arnold among the number . .
When this heavy weight came plunging upon his
shoulders from the window; Arnold, giant though he
was, went to the ground.
He struggled desperately, and almost- unconsciously
seized hold of t-he man who had thus descended upon
him, as it were, from the skies.
Jesse Jam es was in a fighting mood. ·
At such times he was a terror.
Vlioe to the unluckv wretch \vho fell into his hands
when he was crazy with the excitement of ba'ttle ~ the
scenes he had wit11essect and shared in during the past
urged him on to ne>v deeds of blood and crime.
Mercy h e knew not.
,
Living by violence, he was accustomed to appealingto the god of war ·whe~evcr beset.
His revolvers were empty, fo.r he had fired the la&t
shot in order to shake off the ·half-crazed miner-gamblers
who had clung to him like so many leec~es ; determined
to hold him in order to have revenge for the fallen.
. Most of tho3e leaden messengers · had done terrible
· execution, for this fiend o.f a man was not in the habit
of shooting unless he 'hit the mark at wh.ich he aimed.
At the time of making his leap. thrnugh the open window, the outlaw grasped one of these heavy six-shooters
in his hand.
Quick as thought, when he found himself assailed by
the unknown , upon whose bad< he had leaped by accident, he brought this weapon down upon the 0ther's
head several times, exclaiming:
"Hold Jesse Jam es, will you-take that, and that, and
that, you fool!"
Arnold realized that he had caught hold of a Tartar,
and· that he was a doomed man unle ss he could break
away.
.
A giant in stature, he was possessed of uncommon
strength, and if ever be needed that power it was now.
With a Hercule::m effort, and a mar of fright, he
humped his back. shook the outlaw from him as a terrier
might a rat, and leaped away.
Anv delav would certainly have cost him his life, for
Jesse.James had his blood tlp, and was· not sparing any
living th.ing that came under his hand.
Thns the four friend s were united just outside the
gambling-hall.
\ Voands had been received, .but none of them were
serious enough to keep them from flight .
It was necessarv that thev start soon, for their enemie :;
were alread:y is~rui~g from the building hy means of door ~

'/
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and windows, a boiling, seething crowd crazy for revenge.
This brief halt had been called a dozen paces away
from the building with a double object in view. •
In the first place, they desired to see how serious their
wounds were, for when the battle is raging men have
often been ignorant of the fact that they were badly
wounded until · the faintness cansed by loss of blood
causes an investigation-such is the excitement that
seizes upon one wllen engaged in a hot figbt.
In the second place, there were few cartridges left in
any of their revolvers, and it was absolutely necessary
that these weapons should be charged afresh, lest the
enemy make a last and overwhelming attack upon them.
Having spare cartridges at hand, it did not take them
long to charge the cylinders afresh, and when this had
been done they felt able to resist almost any charge
made upon them.
The excitement that had reigned within the dance hall
had now been transferred : to the street; a great crowd
was collecting, and loud shouts rang out as numerous
would-be leaders called upon the· men to do this or that
thing.
•
'
So lo11g as the quartet. remained in view the niob
made no move.
..
.
ThcY had alreadv tested the mettle of these men and
found 'it not to thei"r liking.
.
\/\/hen, however, the James boys and their two Missouri companions began to move away, the crowd followed· after...:.._at first at a respectable distance, but gradually drawing nearer.
The inevitable comequence o·f this must be more
bloo<lshec!.
Evidently the gamblers of B~ttle Mountain had not
yet received their fill of fighting" or else the desire to
avenge' their fallen comrades was stronger than their fear
of the revolvers of the escaping Ylissourians.
On they pressed.
The mining camp was left behind, and they were now
well out upon the trail leading to Minnemunca.
Even cowardly wolves .and coyotes will venture to attack a fleeing enemy, and it was not at all wonderful
that these men, believing their enemies were afraid because they were in full flight, should follow them with
increasing boldness.
.
The quartet paid no attention to their pursuers until
nearly a mile had been passed over, and by this time the
miners had become so daring that they ventured to open
fire on the fugitives.
Bullets whistled by close to their ears.
The situation was growing serious again, and something must be done.
All of the others looked to Jesse Jam es for a sign .
Although younger than his brother, he had generally
taken th e lead in all the despe:·ate enterprises in which
th ey had engaged.
.
At last this man came to a sudden pause, and they
knew he meant business. The yelling pack of pursuers
must again feel their wolf teeth.
''Boys, this has gone .far enough . The quarrel was
none of our seeking, hut we'll have to stand 01.ir share
of it. Get ready to give the cowards particular fits ."
This meant business.
\iVhc-n the four hunted men suddenly wheeled and

faced the mob of fierce pursuers. it did not look as th011gh
they could withstand the rn sl1 of such a bod~-.
.
Led by a de3perate fighter, who h::id survived tl:e
affair in the hall, the gamblers of Battle :\fountam ·
rushed on.
Jesse Jam es waved them back.
.
.
.
Blood enough had been spilled on this night to satisfy
the most exa.cling lust for excitement; l~ut the affair
was on, aml, once started, no effort on their part'· cou ld
stop tbe wheel.
.
"Keep back, .you fools ! · Don't you kno\,. ·1.=n0t1gh to
get in ont of the ,,·et when it rains? \Ve have fought you
once before on this night to escape from that hell-hole,
and you will find us ready to give some more of the
same kind of medicine. If you 're set on it, step up, gentlemen, and get your little ·pills.''
Thev answered him with shouts and curses.
Haci he failen alive into the 11ands of these men · they
would 'have torn the ontlaw limb from · lirn b, so fnriously
were they stirred.
.
·
A bombshell exploding in the midst of the mining
camp could hardly have created more consternation and
destruction than· had been wroughl by the coming of
Jesse Jam es .
·
Nor was this all. Shots began to be fired at · the
quartet. One of them was · wounded, and a ball· again
tore through the l~ade1"s hat.
The crowd advanced steadily.
Soon a torrent of lead would sweep the ground w)1ere:
the fugitives stoocrat bay.
''Steady, boys!"
They took aim.
"Make each shot count. Leave that ·leader to · me.
Ready: let loose!''
Four revolvers f:Jashed in the face of the advancing
host, and, held in the hands of men ·who had played at
guerrilla wadare for years, these trusty weapons were
not apt to be discharged unless there was some definite
result.
The shouting l~ader ·of the assailants went clown instantly, his arms threshing the air like so many flails.
Jesse James seldom missed.
Others, too, 11ad received the benefit of th e volley,
and snch was the result of the blow that the body of
men came to a staggering halt.
"Again!"
Once more four shots sounded almost as a unit, and
more damage resulted among the citizens.
Thev became demoralized.
Sonie tiimcd a!1d ran away.
Finding their supports gone, the bravest of the assailants weakened.
•
There was no need of further bloodshed; in fi ve minutes not a living man could be seen; a few parties had
crept behind the rocl~s for shelter, but the main body had
fled down the pass in the direction of the mining camp.
Tothing now lay in the way to prevent the four Missourians from making good their relreat from the. scene.
The awful fight was over.
. Battle Mountain camp had b~en scourged as if by fire,
and her graveyard on the hill would receive .an addition
presently, when the victims of this night were buried
with their boots on.
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It would 'hardly be safe for the James boys to be found
among the mining camps after this terrible work.
They wonld be marked men, and the hand of every
miner raised against them.
\Vhen the attacking party melted away so miracnlously,
the moonlight fell npon se1·eral prostrate forms, one of
which moved and groaned, but the quartet of fugitives
had no time to spare attending to wounded men.
··come, let's vamoose the ranch. We've had ·a lively
rime, and made it hot for 'em.''
So saying, Jesse James turned and led off.
CHAPTER VI.
' 'LEAD

ON."

There was certainly a wild commotion in the mm111g
town when those who had ridden after the outlaws came
back with a number of dead and wounded comrades to
report that the four Missourians had defeated them in a
square stand-up fie"ht.
vVhat added fo-e to the matter was the fact that as far
as they knew their enemies had not even been wounrlP.d.
They had all gotteJJ away. that was sure.
If anything could make miners mad it was such a case
as this .
Ben Arnold had not taken any part in the desperate
affair.
He believed he knew how it would terminate, having
such a knowledge of the men against whom the minergamble.rs of Battle Mountain had seen fit to wage war.
This proved that Ben had a long head.
He chuckled to himself when he saw how the men of
Battle Mountain were defeated.
.
There was little sleep done in Battle Mountain camp
the rest of that night.
One by one the victims of the Missouri desperadoes
were brought ont and laid in a row.
It was a ghastly sight.
Others groaned in their tents, and called clown maleclictiom on the heads of the James boys.
This was war.
The storv must be.soon carried through all the mining
camps of California, and as there was a peculiar bond of
sympathy existing among.the men of this class, it would
hard! y be safe for the Jam es boys to remain pmch longer
in the Golden State.
Thev were apt to be hl!obbecl anywhere, while many
men \vould lie in ambush to shoot them clown unawares.
Along toward three o'clock, the camp quieted down a
littl_e. though men could be seen here and there as they
hurried about on some mission.
Several riders had been dispatched to other mining
camps with the news, ::>.nd it was resolved to call a mass
meeting of citizens, to determine what should be done.
Sleep being out of the question, the men were already
gathered in the vicinity of the open square in the center
of the camp.
'
This was called a plaza:
While Ben Arnold was walking along the street toward
the plaza,, he saw a man just ahead of him.
There was nothing singular in this, but Ben noticed
his figure and gait, and he was struck with a resemblance
to that of the man he had guaranteed to bring to Senorita
Inez at· th~ house of the fortune-teller.

11

Yes, he was almost ready to swear, even before he
saw the man's face, that this was the party who looked
like Jesse Jam es.
If such it should prove to -be, his lucky s·tar was certainly in tthe ascendant.
He mus-t see.
"
The man's 1hat was drawn ·\.ow over his face.
This, too, was a sign that he did not desire to be
r-ecognizecl.
A·s Arnold passed 1hirn, his foot seemed to catch upon
some ol:lo61tacJe.
He made .a snclden ·lurc'h, :\1is hands flew out. and at tthe
sam·e tin-:e a·n exdamaition of alarm and disgust came
fr cm ·his lips, as ihe apparently came near falling to the
ground.
His ru s·e, cunningly conceived, wa•s successfu'l.
Tlhe other's felt hat was knocked from his hea,d, and
fell ·to ithe ground.
vV•hen Hen turned around, wit'J1 a iha·sty apology, he
looked fu11 upon ~he face 'he desired to see.
The moonlight revea'1ecl its bearded contour.
"Good Heavens!'' he exclaimed, as though very much
astonis1hed.
''We1'1," replied t'he other, calmly.
Like a fla.s1h one 1hand had soug'ht his belt, and rested
upon a revolver.
Had Arnold made any hosfrle move, the chances were·
the ha1bless man would ,have bored him tihrough and
t•h rough on fhe ins•tall't, if •he was half as sipeecly on tihe
shoot as the si-nger •had intima1ted to Arnold when speaking of her husband.
Ben act-eel ihi·s part.
"It's you, sure -enough !" exclaimed Arnold.
" \.\Tho do you fake me for?"
"David Graiham."
"A.h !''
"I was 1001.."in' for ye."
"Is it possible?"
"On a question of great importance."
"Sure v-ou haven't made a mistake?"
"I reckon no•t. Ye -was poiJ11ted out to me not many
hours gone by."
"vV•h ere was that?"
"In rt:he dance hall."
The other grinned.
··-yon \1·ere 1lhere?" purs·ued Arnold, !having an olbject
m view.
" \ Veil, yes, I rather guess so."
Ben fai·lecl -to catch the significance in ilhe other's tones
-he remembered later on, however, several things that
did no•t :appear out of the way to him then.
" I know I coulcln 't •be mistaken."
"vVlhat d'ye want wit:h me?"
"Some one desires to see you."
"The ol d complaint. Lots-of people would like to see
me, and there are others who wouldn't," replied the man,
with a s•hrng of his s•houlclers.
''This par<ty says it's a case of life and cleatih."
"M.o st of -Vhem do," wdh a grin.
"She has hired me to •b ring you to iher."
'·She-Jove! it's a woman?"
"Yes.'·' ..
"vV~1-0

is she, man?
"Can't you -guess?"
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"Xot for. nw life."
"Stii'l ye heard ·her sing."
The nian sta·rted.
"What! the senorita?"
'·Exactl.v ."
"I neve;. saw her before."
"Vlell, perhaps if .she removed the stain from her face
and !lhe dye from 1her hair yon might change your
bpinion."
The man looked a•t him aittentively.
Then ·he smi.led.
"You say sihe is disguised?"
"Yes."
"And she wants to see me?"
'·Bad1ly. Of course I do not want to force you to go,
but it would be kind of you. A gentleman always obliges a lady ..,
The otiher mus·ed.
Then be g lanced toward the fire-lighted plaza, where
tthe miners were assemlbling.
"I've ha.Jf a notion to do i1t." he muttered.
"Change it to a whole one."
" I•t promises an adventure, anyway."
"I reckon.,.
"Where is .this lady?"
"At the cabin of the for.tune-teller."
" \i\Tell, lead on."
''You'll go," wi1t1h a grin of delight, as he remembered
t1he diamond ring.
" I reckon I will, seeing that I'm well able to take care
of myself. Forward, Ben Arnold."

Arnold •had been given his cue.
He knew rhis was a srtrange 'hour to be !mocking at
any door, and especially one where a ·\\'Oman lived.
Bat·tle l\1[ounitain camp was not apt to enjoy much
s·leep on tlhis night, :however, a·fter a'll that had taken
plaoe •tlhere..
·
Besides, tihe signal given by t11e sefiori.ta wou ld pro:::laim his identity.
He raj'.1ped upon bhe door in tlhe manner s1he had described .
Ait firs'1: 1t!here was no response.
"Try it again,,. said his companion, ""'ho stood beside
him, in a nonchalant manner watdhing all his motions.
The second frummons was a success.
A window wa·s opened, but not tihe blind.
" \i\T•11'0 kn ocks?.,
''O ne who wis·hes to see your guest," replied Arnold,
recognizing tlhe voice as belonging to trhe fortu ne-teller110 o•ld er-one, by tll:ie way, bu•t .a borLd . dashing woman,
,,·ho ha·d comma nd ed tlhe r·es•pec:t of the m iners by the
handy manner in wihich srhe used her pi-stols.
·
"My guest!" repeated the woman . as if desir ing to
draw him out.
''The sefiori ta."
"Ah! s'he •has long since retired .··
"She will get up 1vthen sihe hears I have come."
"\IV ho are 1·ou :i· ·
"Ben Arnoid."
'·Do you bring news?"
"Something better."
"You have a companion."
"1'he party she wisJ1ed to see."
"Is trhat •true?"
"I give you ·m y word for it."
"Enter, t~1en, and I will let her know."
The door opened aatomatically, and a light was seen
beyond.
11hev entered .
Arn~ld had been here before. and knew the reception room of the madam wa.s on ~he r·i ght.
Tfort was w:her·e ·~he lig1ht was situated.
T'hey entered the room.
Arnoild's companion gave one contemptuous glance
a-round a:t the dbjects fastened to tihe wall, and 1\•hich
•were supposed •to arnus·e a fe eling of a·we in bhe minds
of the ignorant when they came to visit the sorceress.
Trhen he sat down.
In doing t 1his he seemed to be careless enough, but it
might be noticed •that as U1e sat his bacl~ was toward the
light, and he able to comman{] tihe door, bes·ides all that
was in the room .
Tihen they waited.
Ben \\"as interested.
Tme, his mind went now and rt:'l.1en to llhe rewar.c\ he
was to receive for Ibis •vork~1he cli.an1011d ring that had
sparldecl upon •tlhe senorita'.s ·h and; burt: tihere was s·omething beyond ehis t.ihat attmcted him; Arnold posses·sed
his sllrare of curiosity, and was desirous oif knowing the
exact rela-tionship exis:ting !between Gra'ham and 11his
1ovely •woman \\'n10 •sang so divinely .
A.fter a ·while rthe senorita appeared upon tthe scene,
standing in the doorway.
She rwas fully dressed, though her a•btmclant hair hung
1

1

CHAPTER VII.
BEN ARNOLD'~ BLUNDER.

Arnold turn ed upon bhe other.
"How-you know me?" he ejaculated.
''Perhaps you may /h ave been pointed out to me.
Some " ·oman may want a private in.terview with Ben
Arnold . Buit never mind . You 're a well-known man
ar-ound •tihe diggings, I reckon, and it isn't singular I
should know you."
"Perhaps not," ·replied Ben.
The s1urbble flattery implied by .this delicate compliment
quite mollified him.
To ihimself rhe was sayinrg a·s lhe led .the way in the
direction •Qif rthe fo1•tune-teller's:
"How like ·in manner 1he is to 1:'he other, too. Glory!
what a team they'd make, to be sure; but she said her
husband wars ian honest man,· and not to rbe classed wi11Jh
.the likes of Jesse James."
Tthe buikling •wihiah they were heading for was nolt
far •away.
A minrnte's walk would bring tlhern to it.
Like most of the oit:hers in •the mining town, it was a
f~ame struature, one story in 1height, and not an a11Chitecrtuirral beauty by any means.
No doubt ·i t an1S1wered -alil purposes required, and 1who
could des.i re more.
A smal:l •sign 1hung ou.t rt o dhe :breeze, and ·Upon tihis was
artistically .pain:ted the name of the madam, ancL.a'lso the
fact rtihat slhe was a•ble to <tell secret·s of past and futu re,
for the sum >Of five doHans ·i n goid.
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in braicls down her back. as thongh !"he had not taken
time ,,) finish its arrangement.
S11e s\1 r"'·ecl sign of excitement.
Jt l·ooke<i ci.s bhong•h the man s·he had employed mu t
have accom ;}i i ·heel his mission.
S~ow!v the senorita advanced.
Arno Icl advanced to meet her.
Cpon his broad face was a grin of triumph, which he
could not for the life of him repress.
"Yon 'cl g iven me up fo r to-night, I reckon, senorita,' '
he said, nodt!i ng .
•·y cs-it is ne;i. r morning," she replied.
" \iVell, I've succeeded ."
"And that is-David,'' in low tones, as she g lanced
half fearfully toward the man who sti ll sat there with his
head bo ,yeci.
"That's him. I ran across him by accident. He deni ed his identity at first, but agreecl to come with me
when l told him a pretty wom an \\'anted to see him .. ,
She pouted.
''He did not know who it was."
"Not he."
"A nd Yet he came. Would he have don e it, I wonder,
if he had· kn own ?" she mused.
'·Ask him," said Arnold. bluntly.
The ad vice seem eel sensible.
''I will," . he r epli ed.
Then she turned toward the ot'her .
It seemed as though she hesitated to advance , and
was evide ntly making np her mind a to the cou rse she
should pursue.
Doubtless she had imagined thi s meeting scores of
1imes in th e past. but now that it had come, all prearranged plans left ber.
l\Iaking a great effort, she began to advance slowly
upon the man whom A m old had just brought to the
house.
Her liquid eyes were glu ed upon him in a way that
spoke volumes in son! language.
He would not look up.
Perhaps he dared not.
Some innate feeling may have al ready told the man
who this dark-skin ned beauty, with the blue eyes, was,
and fear bad come upon him-at any rate he persisted
in keepi ng his eyes fastened upon the n.oor at his feet.
She had now advanced ·until she was directly in front
of the man.
The others watched them.
It was a striking tableau, but not n'ear as effective a
th e one about to come.
"David!"
Her Yoice was musical and low. It pronounced this
nam e with deepest feeling, and even a novice could tell
she loved the owner of it.
, He moved not, neither did he speak. The floor still
had a wonderful attraction for hi m, as he kep t his gaze
fastened there.
"David, su rel~1 yon know me?''
He shook his head negatively.
She became more eager.
"I am your own M arr-vour wife. I have followed
you. oh! so far, to sho\v )·ou'the proofs of my innocence;
to tell you I am, and have ever been, you own true wife.

David. lo ok np, and let me hear you say you will lis ten.
Look up. and a-sure me you do not hate-Heavens .!"
He had obeyed.
She gazed upon his face with horror and loathing
starting back and uttering loud cries.
"I have been deceived; this i a fou l plot. That man
is not Davi d Graham!"
''What's that?" bellowed Arnold.
"You wretch, it is vo ur fau lt ! This is the other~the
man who defied them.all-Jesse J ames, the outlaw!"
CHAPTER VIII.
1

IN THE HORNET S NEST.

As was usually the case, t,he mention of that name
caused consternation.
It had something of magic about it, for when men
heard the sound they naturally understood that they had
n1et a master.
The man who defied the authorities of State and coun~
try, and lived as boldly as did Jesse James, had one
count at least in his favor-he might be a scoundrel, a
murderer, cruel and relentless-people were divided on
this score, but all agreed that he never knew the mean·
ing of the word "fear."
The fortune-teller, \\:ho ·h ad entered and had taken a
seat at one side of the room, leaned forward to gaze
upon the face of th is notorious man.
As for Ben Arnold. he held his breath.
The very thought that he had come near pffering violen ce to J csse James was/ enough to make his very
blood run cold.
" Impossibl e!" he gasped.
The senorita was the only one who seemed to be
capable of speech.
·'There can be no mistake on my part. Do you not
th ink I would know my David? This is not he-it car ~
only be the other!" she cried.
.:Dut he went away with the rest."
"Then he has come back again. There, what is tu
11incler the man speaking for himself?"
"True, " said the fortune-teller; " let us 'hear from his
cwn lips who he is."
The party u'nder ·cliscnssion smiled.
He still had one hand on his revolver, and kept watch
of Arn old.
Evidently he had no idea of allowing that worthy IC>
get the drop on him, and, remembering their old quarrel.
he believed Den wonlcl be glad to· do this 1 same thing if
he only possessed grit enough.
·'The lady speaks trulr-I am J esse James."
"Confusion!" from Ben, as he fell back a foot.
" I was brought here partly against my will by that
ma n yonder. I could not understand why he called me
David Graham, but he declared a lady desired to see me.
and I always make it a point to obli ge the ladie.:;."
The senorita murmured something.
She was gazing at this man's face as though hi s resemblance tc one she loved c:rnsed her some deep uneasiness.
Perhaps there had :flashed into her mind the terrible
consequences should the tabl es ever be reversed, and
Da vid be taken for Jesse Jam es.
Not far away, nearly half a score of human forms
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in a ghastly row ttpcP-n the ground-mute evidence of the
terrible wol'k done by Jesse James and his friends.
Such a thought as this was enough to cause the sefiorita's loving heart alarm.
"Strange, how singularly like you David is! Jesse
James, men call you a bad man, but I know you have
love in your heart for your dear ones at home. Will
you promise me that if the chance ever comes to assist
my David you will do it, because of his fatal resemblance?"
"I promise that, lady, readily enough, though I don't
reckon the chance will ever come, for I leave this camp
before morning, and California soon."
"What brought you back here? After what passed, I
should have thought safety lay in flight."
It was the fortnne-teller who spoke.
She ·admireJ the outlaw because she was a Southern
woman, and he kept up the war, single-handed, against
the hated Federal authorities.
This caused her to observe him with more than usual
interest.
"What you say is true enough; but I had a little business in town, and I came. Danger never bothered me in
the old days with Quantre'll. Arnold here can tell you
that, and it don't go far with me in these times."
"Jesse James, you are a brave man. I am proud to
shake hands with vou."
It was just such prejudiced persons as this hating
woman who kept alive in this man's black heart the idea
that he was doing right.
Had he been hunted or shunned by all, many of his
later .crimes would never ·have been committed; but
when a certain class of sympathizers with the Southern
cause sympathized with him, and bade him go on with
his work, it gave him nerve and courage, with such
backing, to continue his evil course.
As he turned he faced Arnold.
"You and I may meet again, Ben. Take care that we
do not wipe out the past vrhen that time comes," he said,
in a low but threatening tone.
Arnold opened his mouth to make a rejoinder.
It might have brought about an open quarrel even
there, for Jesse James was a hot-tempered man, quick
to take offense.
The man thought better of it, and the words he would
have spoken <lied on his lips.
So Jesse James passed out of the house.
Ben Arnold had a double reason for being angry just
then .
In the first place, he had failed to win the reward, and
each time the senorita moved her hand the diamonds in
· the ring appeared to fairly dazzle his eyes.
Then , again, he had been humiliated in the presence of
a woman.
:No man likes that.
It makes him feel small, and always arouses a spirit
of antagonism.
The situation even becomes more unbearable when
the person against whom his hatred is leveled chance~
to be a man he fears with all his soul.
Thus Ben Arnold had no desire to remain and hear
contemptuous remarks concerning his cowardice.
He, too, took a hasty departure.

In his mind he was puzzling over the presence of til:!
outiaw in the camp.
Jesse James had surely gone a11·ay with the others
after the battle.
'\Vhy hacl he returned?
·was it in a spirit of bravado, such as this man knew
so well how to show, or had he forgotten some mission
in the mining camp?
That was an open question.
The only thing they knew was that the man was undoubtedly on deck.
What should Arnold do?
·w hat coald he do?
His spirit of venom was more than ever infiameJ
against Jesse James, and he stood ready to do him a
deadly injury-provided it could be accomplished in a
manner that would not imperil, his own sCifety.
That was his first consideration.
It stamped him a coward.
Brave men think o~ themselves last.
An idea entered Ben's head and gave him quite a
feeling of exhilaration.
Yes, he would do it.
To tell this man anrl. that the fact of Jesse Jam es having returned to the mining camp would be to put them
all on the qni 7.,•ive.
Perhaps, when all eyes were on the lookout for him,
the o.utlaw might be discovered, and either shot or captured.
In either event his fate would be sealed.
This idea appeared so pleasant to Arnold that he determined to lose no time in putting it into execution.
When he passed up the street his attention was attracted toward a bonfire, around which a crowd was as·
sembled.
A stranger in Battle :.\fountain camp that night woul cl
have wondered what great affair could be on the taois;
but if his attention was called to the row of silent fi gt.tres
near by he would easily understand vrhat had occurred.
Ben soon found himself among the men.
He lost no time in getting in his work.
To this one atfd that he spoke, arld these in turn
communicated the intelligence to others, until there were
few, if any, w'ho were not a_ware of the fact that J csse
Jarnes, the man who had dcf1ecl the whole population of
Battle M onntain, was , back in the camp again.
There was something about the news that awed these
rough men.
They could respect such desperate courage.
Somehow, no one spoke of the facts aloud, but a sti!l
hunt was organized.
In twos and threes small parties started out to look
for the intruder.
If found he was to be summarily dealt with-captured,
if possible, and shot down pitilessly should he make resistance.
Arnold saw all this.
To himself he chuckled over it, and beP-a'l1 to mdula·e
in hopes that success mig'ht come to his pl~ns ere long."'
Just then a hand touched his arm.
He was leaning against a cabin outside the pla'za, yet
.
within range of the lights.
As he turned his very blood ran CO'ld, for he looked
upon the face of Jesse Jam es.
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. "I understand "'h<tt you h;ive done, Ben Arnold, anr!

I owe you one more for it. Some day I'll pay the deht,
but not now. Scowl if y_ou dare again, :rnd I'll press the
trigger of the revolver I am pushing against your hear~.
Let me tell you here. you arc a coward,. and I'll keep au
eye ·on you au the while. If you dare to show your hand
again to-night something vvill go off near by, and Ben
Arnold wi!I be laid out with the rest of the boys oyer
yonder . Understand?"
Ben. did, and · he .nodded his head to signify it.
Anv man could call him a cow~trd who held a revolver
to his heart.
He "·as not particular.
Jesse James vanished around the encl of the cabin, but
Arnold had been warned-he dared not raise the alarm.

CHAPTER IX.
JUDGE

LYNCH.

Although Arnolcl dared not call out 1 . . d'.lself, and announce the presence of J essc James near by, he had a
Engering hope that some man among the miners wo-u kl
run across the Ui~souri outlaw and give the alarm.
Such a thing would have given him the keenest of
~~wre .

•

Therefore, he listened with eagerness .
.No such cry came to _hi ears.
The minutes passed on. .
Arnold ·s state of mind was to be pitied.
He was furious enough to d.o almost anything, and
yet feared lest that man should carry out his threat.
If the revolver of the outlaw sounded w"hen bearing
upon his form he knew he might as well give up the
ghost. for Jesse James seldom missed his :.iim.
Some of the men were frcding the fires to keep them
1.p----0thcrs stood near by, enjoying the cheerful warmth.
lt '•as the fall of thf' year.
At such a time in the. morning, half-way between mid-night awl dawn, the air was sharp, and a fire proved
very comfo~t-ibk .
Every ma1: was :.irmed.
It was hard to find a miner in those days, as well as in
the- times o[ '49, who was not.
While Den ?tood thus undecided, suddenly loud shoµts ·
:were heard.
They came from a quarter exactly opposite to the place
where they stood.
The excitement grew apace.
Men called ont, others whistled, and not a few fired revolvers in the air . .
The whole camp was in a tumult.
A man came running past, and Arnold caught hold of
his sleeve.
''\\That's the row?"
"They've got" him!''
"vVho?"
"\Vhy, that c\evil, Jesse Tames."
"Sure?"
"De2.d certain."
"Is he killed?"
"~ot much: six men are holding him. He was making
straight for the plaza ,·:hen we ran plump into him. and
before you could s.ay Jack Robinson we had tumbled him
over.''
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''.Good! good!"
. .
.
"They're leading him into· the square yonder, Let go
my· arm, cOrI)r(!de."
"\!\There are you off to?"
"For a rope." _
.
"Ha! they mean to ·hang him,_ then?"
"Of course-to the tree in the middle-of the plaza. Go
and take part in the fun."
With which the miner ran on, Arnold having released
his grip.
Ben needed no ·second invitation.
He felt good all over; ·a warmth seemed .t0 pass
through his frame, just as thoJ1gh he had been told., of a
rich legacy ..
Jesse James captur.ed, and in .t1ie hands of these enraged miners.
J oy!
Ah! it would be an exhilarating sight to gaze upon him
dangling in the air;. he, the man whom Ben hated so thoroughly, and who had so co.oily defied him on this very
night .
The man started across the plaza.
He had not far to go.
Already a crn.wd was pushing into it from the other
side-a jostling mob of bearded men, .fierce in their demeanor, and v\lith resolution marking their faces and ·
speaking lander than words.
Tn their midst was a. prisoner.
He had been disarmed>' and. numerous h~nds .bel<l him .
fast, though at times he struggled in a. desperate fashion.
Then his lips would_frame _words, too, but if he spoke,
his voice could not be hear-d above the chorus of j~ers and
laughter about him.
Ben had a glimpse of him.
"_B y the gods of war, they have g ot him-yes, that is
Jesse James! Hnrrah !" pe ejaculated.
"You know him?" asked a miner at his side.
"Yes. I was vVith him as a guerrilla in the war, bnt
since then we are foes."
"All right; stay near me. I shall want you as a witness, for I'm to .be Judge Lynch," was the other's startling remark.
..
Ben was. secretly glad.
He wanted to have a kick at the bound lion, and help
Jesse James on tow2.rd his merited doom.
This he c~uld do
swearing to his identity.
Besides it would be sweet for him to let the doomed
outlaw know that he had a hand in the court that sent him
to death-that he helped to draw upon the rope that
choked him.
'Tl! do it." said Ben , vigorousl.y .
He joined the crowd!.
Thev were none too careful in their manner of handling
the prisoner, whose hair and beard were mussed considerablv from his exertions to free himself.
Direct to the tree they took him.
There an impromptu court was formed.
The man who had announced himself to Ben Arnold
as Judge Lynch mounted a barrel.
"Bring the pris0ner before me!" he called out.
This was mere talk, as the party alread:y stood in front,
grasped by half. a dozen men, looking wildly about him .
''\Vho accuses this man?" ..

by
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'A party stepped out.

They did not hesitate.
"Hang him !"
"I do, your honor. I accuse him of being Jesse James,
"lJp with the Missouri wildcat!"
the notorious outlaw; the man who brought death to this
"No quarter!"
camp to-night. Yonder lie his victims-our friends."
"Death to the assassin!"
"Stand aside and let him see them."
In the midst of the clamor the prisoner had become reThe crowd separated, and .through the lane could be
seen the ghastly forms stretched o·u t side by side, mo- markably cool.
He wrenched one hand loose and held it up to quiet the
tionless in death.
clamor while he spoke.
It was a dreadful spectacle.
Some who believed in fair play would have harkened,
"You have heard the charge, prisoner; are-you guilty
bu~ others kept up a clatter on purpose to drown his
or not guilty?"
"Not guilty."
v01ce.
In the midst of the tumult the man who had gone for
"Do you deny that you are Jesse Jam es?"
a rope brought it up.
"I do, most vehemently."
The arm of the prisoner was seized again, and, with a
"Ah! then we must have more proof. Where is Pedexterous turn of some cord, fastened to the other bepito, the Mexican?"
hind his back.
"Here."
Every man seemed to desire to have a hand in the
A figure advanced.
It was the gambler with whom Jesse James had played, affair.
It would be something to boast of in future years-havand whom he had shot down and apparently killed; but
ing been concerned in the execution of so notorious a
the Mexican still lived, to curse him now.
·
He was covered with blood and weak, but his yellow man as Jesse Jam es.
There were other reasons why they were anxious to
face looked as vindictive as that of a fiend from Hades.
"Pepito, would you remember the man with whom you help in the lynching of the Missouri desperado-friends
played this night-the man who shot you, and blew Buck- h cl gone clowJ1 on this bloody night before the revolvers
of his gang, and no one .h ad as yet pai<l for. it.
ram's brains out?" asked Judge Lyi:ich, quickly.
So there would be no lack of recruits when it came to •
"Si, senor, in life or death I woulc;l swear to him; I drawing on the rope.
shall never forget him."
The scene was a striking one.
"bo you see him present?"
When they had thrown the rope over a convenient limb
"I do."
the noose dangled in front of the prisoner's face.
"Point him out."
He tried to prevent their placing it over his head, but
The Mexican's long, bony finger, trembling with the was next to helpless in their hands.
weakness consequent upon the loss of so much blood from
When he would have spoken, his words were drowned
his wound, swung around until it rested upon the pris- in the roar that went up.
oner's breast.
Plainly they meant to give him no show, and did not
"Cara111baf that is the man, sefior."
care to hear him speak, perhaps believing he only desired
"It is a lie! " r;rat cci rhe priso;-ier; "I never even saw to curse them.
the yellow hound before!"
The judge himself placed the noose over the neck of
Pepito drew his knife with a snarl, and would have . the condemned, holding on to the rope above, so they •
sprung upon the helpless man, but he was hustled away ·could not draw until he gave the signal, for he was posby men who would not stand•by and se~ a cowardly deed sessed of an exalted idea of his office, and desired to get
done.
.
all the dramatic spirit out of it possible.
"Ben Arnold !"
Just as he was about to give the looked-for \Vave of the
"On deck!"
official hand, which was to usher a condemned soul into 1
"You knew Jesse Jam es in days gone by?"
eternity, there was a woman's shriek, and through the
"I fought with him under Quantrell."
crowd came the senorita-her hair flying, and men mak- ·
"He is no ;.-iend of yours?"
ing way ior her mutely.
j
"\Ve hate each other like the Kilkenny cats."
"You shall not murder him-this man is my husband, .
"Would you know him?"
David Graham!" she cried aloud.
.1
"I am certain of it."
"Look ' well at this man-tell us, is he Jesse James, the
outlaw, or not."
CHAPTER X.
Arnold gazed at the prisoner.
"HE STANDS RIGHT HERE."
"That is Jesse James," he declared.
"Another lie!" shouted the man.
These words of the senorita were plainly heard by all c
"Are you ready to swear to his identity?"
present.
T
"I am."
Men remembered her as the singer who had charmed/.
''That settles it. Gentlemen, we have proven that the them in the concert saloon, and in California mines :i~
prisoner is Jesse James, and that he is the man respon- woman of modesty and refinement always commanded re· S!
sible for the terrible calamity that has fallen on Battle spect.
I
l\Iountain camp this night. I pronounce him guilty.
Hence, upon sight of her, silence such as the prisoner r:
Sentence him at your will. What is your pleasure, gen- could not command with his most earnest entreaties, fell~.
tlemen?''
upon the assemblage.

•
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Rough men though they were, they gave this woman a
chance to speak.
Her words fell upon deaf ears, however, so far as
mercy was concerned.
Why not?
They had seen Jesse Jam es-that is, most of them had
when he defied the whole gambling element- of the
camp not many hours before, and in this man they recogized him.
Besides he had surely been identified by several of their
umber, and in a way that proved the fact beyond all
doubt.
The lady must be mistaken.
Even if she were not, this proved nothing.
Suppose the man she claimed as her husband w_as
known to her as David Graham, to the world at large he
had another name.
The silence grew oppressive.
It did not argue any good for the man.
Scowls were cast at him, as though the miners hated
im more than ever because he had deceived such a lovely
voman.
Judge Lynch cleared his throat.
He had a difficult task to perform, but he went at it
hammer and tongs.
".:Vfadam, it gives me pain to refuse you any favor, but
D [ am afraid what you ask is out of the question," he said.
"You will not murder him-you dare not take his life,"
1he flashed.
P "Dare not hardly covers the case, madam. This com-·
lt mmity is a court unto itself. This man has been legally
:ried ; he has been caught almost red-handed near the
\cenes of his crimes. Twenty persons will swear to his
d dentity; he has been convicted, and must suffer the pen,Jt,· ."
Dt
' beg of you-I entreat you to spare him."
!d
"I
"Again I say it grieves me to refuse. All I can do is
of put it to the court to decide. Men, all in favor of alwing this man Jesse James to live cry out ay."
Y Intense silence followed.
s- The prisoner had not a friend present.
·et
"Those in favor of his death, answer."
he A thunder of exclamations almost shook the ground,
1to d prov.eel how unanimous the mob seemed to be in this
jh_~ atter.
lk- The senorita gave a little shriek, and covered her eyes
ith her hands.
1d, It was a\~ful to see those savage faces pressing around
r, thirsting for the blood of the man she Joyed.
Had they been veritable wolves of the desert they could
)t have sf:emed more ferocious.
"'Nill nothing move you?" she crit>d.
"Madam, why prolong a painful ~ene. The boys have
all •cided and his fate is sealed. No mortal power can save
;" said the judge.
ned At this the senorita became hysterical.
s :!i. She threw her arms around the prisoner and kissed him
re· ssionatelv.
The judge himself had no idea of allowing a weak
ner ~man to defy his authority.
fell Much as he disliked to use force, he must certainly;
it.
el
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So he made a mGtion to a couple of men who could be
looked upon as his officers.
They knew what he meant.
Stepping forward they gently but firmly laid their
hands upon the woman.
"Come, you must leave him,'' they said.
"No, no, if you murder him, you kill me. He is my
husband, my all. It is some cruel mist(\ke-you will regret it when too late."
''Come."
"I will not."
But she did.
They firmly released lier clutcli, and tl:ie prisoner,
seeing how gentle they were, could only groan.
It looked as though his time had come.
Shrieking and struggling the poor senorita was drawn
back.
Men grasped the rope.
They were eager to pull, but restrained themselves, for
fear lest the poor creature might by some chance see the
man dangling_
This was rare consideration.
By this time the crowd had closed in, so tnat there was
a solid phalanx around the barrel on which stood the
judge.
He waved his hand.
Silence came upon the throng again.
"Gentlemen, the hour of vengeance has arrive.cl, and
this man with all his sins on his head must be ushered
into ~ternity. When I give the proper signal, every man
do his duty."
"Ay, ay," came in deep-throated response.
Willing hands had grasped the. rope again, and those
who could lay hold prepared to pull.
The doomed man would be drawn up in a second's
time.
He noticed the opportunity, and though his face showed
no signs of fear, he seized upon this last chance to sway
the mob.
"Hold one minute, comrades. \ i\Till you give a fellowhuman no chance for defense? You call this a court of
justice? Can justice be blinded by prejudice? ln no
court is a man condemned without a hearing. I can
prove my innocence; hang me, and every man of you
.becomes a murderer. Will you hear me?"
A few called out in the affirmative, but their voices
were drowned in the angry roar of the mob, which, baffled of its expected prey thus far, would brook no further
delay_
They wanted th e scene closed, and their bloodthirsty
desires could only be satisfied by seeing the enemy dangling from the tree.
"Up with him!"
"No mare no1;sense !"
"Their blood cries out against him.".
"Vengeance ! veni.:teance ! '
"Give the signal!"
Judge Lynch was i:;ersonally in tavor of allowing the
condemned his little · say before running him up, but
against such strong sentiment he was almost powerless.
There \.Vas but one thing to do.
He must give the signal.
Before doing so he spoke again.
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"Boys, we have done our duty in this affair, but we
don't want to make a mistake . What be would sav
amounts to nothing, for the man who would cut a throat
would not hesitate to lie; but if there is a man present
who be!i.eves we have made a mistake in this affair, ·let
hini speak now, or fo"rever hold his peace."
· Silence!
"No one answeys-we will proceed."
''Hold on, judge!" called out a voice.
"Well?"
"The man is innocent of what you accuse him."
All eyes were turned toward the speaker.
"You dare say this?" cried the judge.
"Because I can prove it. The man you want is Jesse
J ames, and that ain't him."
"Men have sworn to it."
"Men can lie, judge. Let that man go free. I am the
party you want. Now, take J esse J am es if you dar.e--.he
stands right here !"
CHAPTER XI.
FIFTY TO ONE.

Ii was a bold act.
A man like Jesse James was not apt to imperil his neck
for the sake of one whom some freak of fortune had
caused to resemble him in form and features, unless he
had a good reason for it, and there was also a fai r chance
of escape.
His daring words almost paralyzed the crowd.
They couicl not comprehend how a man could be r eck'
less enough to stand there and defy them all.
True, he was armed.
Jesse James never went without his revolvers, and
when they spoke something happened.
At the same time it seemed so much like suici-cle t9
brave their anger, with the noose so near at hand, that
for a moment or so not a man among them all could move
a hand.
Nor did they give tongue.
A dead ly silence fell upon the crowd. The citizens of
Battle Mountain camp had met with a surp rise that acted
like a bucket of icy wate·r thrown clown their backs.
Jesse Jam es was no fooL
He had not the least idea of sacrificing himself for this
apparent stranger.
Before taking this seemingly fatal step, he had made
sure of one thing.
This was that the line of retreat was open.
As he stood there the crowd faced him-behind was an
open spot, and some shanties, offering him a way to conduct his r etreat.
The light of the torches flared fitfully, but illuminated
the scene fairly well.
Every eye was glued upon the desperado who stood
thc;re calmly, bis arms outstretched, and the weapons he
held wandering back and forth as though seeking a
~ct~.
.
"Gentlemen. I pronounce that man innocent. He
chances to resemble Jesse Jam es . and it is because of that
I risk my iife here and now; but he never had anything to
do with me or my business. Hang him and you do murder-dy'e hear, hounds? Now, if you want something
to have a little fun with, ·tackle me."

Again t hey gasped in arnazemetit.
.
· .
.
Such a ];>earing as this they had never before seen in the
gold mines.
·
Presently · they wo uld recover.
The reaction would be severe.
Fifty to one could not long· be kept in check, and whea
the critica l moment came there would be a swarming of
men about that spot, as though a hive of human bees ha d
given up its con.tents.
The judge was the first to recover.
"Does any one recognize this man. or is he a craz
fool ?" he called out.
A dozen answered. ·
"It's Jesse James, without a doubt-just like him t
dare the whole town.''
''Then clown with him. One man can'.t run the cam
of Battle Mountain !" roared the j uclge.
"Suppose you come first."
·
As the clesperacl.o thus spoke he brought one of hi.
weapons to bear upon the presiding officer.
•
Fully expecting that the revolver was about to sount
hi s death-knell, Judge Lynch, forgetting all his offici
dignity, rolled back off his stand, head over heels, upseta
t ing the barrel. and creating general confusion.
The incident was enough, however, to break up till.\
state of apathy that had existed.
A rush was made toward the spot where the desperadf
had stood.
·
~
He was there no longer.
j
Taking advantage of the momentary excitement, he hai
leaped behind the nearest cabin .
.
.
.:r
Without waiting a second, he passed along and r eacht e
a second house.
Into this he sprang, the door being open, a fact he w;
cognizant of before making th is attempt ·t.0 save an inn1
cent man .
·
~e
No one had seen him enter...:._at least this was his belie
He banked a great deal on t'his f~ct , and if it w ~
back on ·him he would probably have a preHy ho.t tin
cf it.
.
' ..
.
As soon as he leaped through 1the doorway,. he seizff
lhe door and ;;•h ut it.
.1
At tihis instant a wlhirl wincl of snouts rent the air witi
out-the mob of miners had turned their attention fro
lf!he ftoi:mdering j Ltclge to ·~he man wiJ10 ha ~l so · cool •
defied them, only discover that he was no1i est.
a
Of course bhe sewl"Ch ·would .begin.
Excited squads or men rushed hiuher and yon bca
ing torches, and carrying all manner of de'adly v\•eapolPC
reaclv to annihilate the bold invader of the C<<mp if-~
cou 1(1 be foim c1.
Naturally t.11ey supposed ·he was iberut on making lei
csr:<lpe from tihc camp as speedily as possible. and hct-a
wo11ld l'ook for him eve~"..v•here !mt in tihe spot wm I
he had hidden .
·
h
He kept on ithe w.a.tch.
S
The pTisone r was soon tihe only person left on ~le
scene of action.
lf
All ~hro ug'h 1uhe camp could be ·heard foe SJhouts of•J
exciited miners .
Every man met with was fa. eel by a •h eavy r evolfll
and made to give an accoimt of himself.
\i
Such a night Battle Mountain camp 1ha<l neyer kna th
before, and if t he object of Jesse J ames had beenck
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create excitement, he had certain! y succeeded in accompli5·hing it.
He kept watch and ward.
"\Vhen the fact became assured tihat the coast was clear,
he opened the door and slipped m:t.
CHAPTER XII.
BACK

TO

THE TIGER'S

DEl'\.

Fires had been built in a dozen places.
The racket had increased rather rthan diminished.
It wou'ld go hard with the cauise of a'll tihis disturbance
if thev laid ·hands on 1him.
He· could expect no mercy.
Jesse Jam es asked none.
'
J
He pulled 11is th at c[.01Yn over his face, and kept away.
· from tihe fires.
Doclging about in the s·h adows he seemed to be looking for some one.
·
' 'The more I think of it •the more I believe it wa"
f that man, and. 11·1hy s'hould •he be here 1~ nott to look for
me? He carries papers I want. curse him for a sneak of
t a detective. I ·believe the musit have tracked us here."
W·hile muttering to himself in this way, the man from
l Iiss.ouri kept watch.
Xo one passed hirn by that •he did not peer eagerly at.
··Tuey all 1\·alk too straight; I know his step. He
1ad a broken leg once, and I r·e ckon I h:id somet'hing tn
po wit1h that. Anyhow, he limps ~ J.i ttle wi•th tihe left
a~eg. Yes, I am a:lmoStt ready to swear it's Peleg Smit•h.
· J'•he idea crept into my mind, and it grew until I debiermined to find out the trnth."
He cC:'ased muttering.
al Ano11her man approac~1ed.
0. "Death and furies! it's my man!" he hissed. almost
vel()lw his breath.
[
e The person approaching certainly did have a game left
erfg, for he limped a little.
Strai~'ht on he came.
If he' kept this course •he would undoubtedly pass close
y the spot 11-here ·the deSipe:·ado er-ouched like a huge
an-spider, re:idy to fly out upon h.is prey.
it The man seemed to suspect no clanger.
·
0 He came straight on.
I A few more seconds wou'1cl tell the story, and Jesse
~mes braced himself for the ordeal..
Still fornard came his intended victim.
e:ilj Presently the man from Missouri hurled his weight
orPon the otlher.
t[ His attack was wi•thout •warning.
T.he desperado being a man of more rhan ordinary
r Jteight, the violence of his assault can easily be estilet~ated.
h It \\·ould seem that a rnan must go over like a ten-pin

nhen squarely struck by foe ball bow·lecl against it.
Such a bhing did not happen in this caise, however.
n ~ie attacked individu·al seemed to suddenly brace him•lf like a rock.
, f Jesse James was astonished .
He found himseH thus suddenly embracing what
hemed to be a human post.
With all the desperate strengt!h of his body he 11-restled
110:th the man he had assaulited, endeavoring by every
ee11 ck known to him to force the other off his feet.
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TJms they swayed like two giant oaks in tlhe fury of
a tempest, bending t<his way and bhat but never breaking.
One thing was strange.
The attacked man did not cry OLtt.
It was not because 1his assaifant ihad him by the
throat, for that was not so.
Why, then, should he keep silent when a shout would
bring a score of bra'Wny miners to hi·s as·sistance and
ove11w11elm the ou1la w?
\,Y as it a point of \h onor?
He guessed the ·i dentity of !his ass'a·ilant, and scome'd
oo ca'll for aid against 11he man he .had tracked so far.
Jesse James did not consider this point.
He simply knew 1that •he ha d hold of his hated floe,
and •t·hat his plan for s·uddenly O<Verwihelming 1tJhe obher
had failed.
. Every musole in his 'Whole powenful bodv iwas brought
mto play.
How tlhose tw10 writhed and 'l:wisted !
Pantin.g ·h ard with their exertions, tJhey came t'o a
pause, .as though .by mutual consent, and \Sltil.1 retaining
t<heir s.avage chtkh, :brea·rhed into eac:h other's face.
Eye glared to eye.
T•he fires bu.m ing throug11out 11he camp had dissipatecf
the d·a rkness ever)"Where to a cer.tain extent, so ttha.t tlhose
o rbs, wit<h <their pcm·er intensified by iiate, coll'ld see
n;uch.
"You villain, I've found you!" gritted >the outlaw.
"You con1temptihle cur! you murderer of unarmed
men! you thief! I have fo und you at last!" answered
Peleg Smi1t'h, not one iwiiit daunted by it:he fad itihat tlhe
man with ·whom he contended was the terrible Jesse
James.
One thing was marked.
T 1he out·la w almost foamed •wiH1 rage, w!hile the detective remained compara<tively cool, as t<hougih 1t hacl
alw.ays been his tb usiness :to school !hims-elf against ebulh tions of temper.
.He evidently knew foll weJ.1 that itihe advantage was
with the man •Who restrained himself, and kept his brain
clear.
A.ilthough equally ma:bched, 100 aH appearances, Smitih
only held his own against the desperatte onslaught of the
outlaw because of his exceeding coolness, and tt!he attitude ·h e ·Struck w:hen .b racing himself against the otlher's
efforts.
'flhe very ·leg \!\"hich .h a·d ibeen broken lby his past work,
now stood a tumbling-block in !!he road :to succes•s, for
the outlaw could no more move !his oppone11't '\\':hen tihat
limb was set, than if it was a man of stone against •w hom
he thus furiously contended.
Although Peleg Smith scorned tto call fo:· assisitance
in capturing the Missouri desperado and train robber,
hdp cz,me unsolicited.
Vv'1hile men .were moving about tihe streets of the mining town in such an exciited way, it was impossible for
SLlC'h ~ vigoPous >battle to ·oonitinue long without drawing
. attention.
Several men came nmn·ing up.
They guessed t·he true state of affairs at once, and
r-aised a loud shout.
"Here he is-this way-this way. Vv' e've found Jesse
James!"
·when ~·hese cries wen1 ringing out over the camp of
1

1
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Battle Mountain, it can be set down as certain that bhey ··'! Tl, e outlaw was on the lookout and saw his danO'er. i
"' i.
created intense exci.temen1t. 'Dhe uproar grew greater
He clucked his head.
iin volume, u111til -it seemed as though Bedlam had cer.\lthoug·h the man who wielded the club realized tint
tainly broken Ioose.
his blow mus,t be a failure, he had already gone too far.
W·hack!
Jesse James came to a conclusion.
He realized that he was foiled for tihe present m his
Good Heavens! it was upon the cranium of the detective i
desir,e for revenge.
.
that the blow icll.
. He 1111iust vamoose .the .ranclh, and the sooner this was
He released his clntc'h and fe ll over.
done, the better for his healt'h.
If not killed he was certainh stunned.
It was one 1thing to decide upon this fact, and quite
Jes se Jam es had found his release in a pecu'liar way
indeed.
another Ito accomplish it.
True, 1he could release ~iis dutch upon the detective,
Thus it is that often our ·best intentions are on\y an
but that was only half 1the battle, si111ce Peleg Smith opportunity for t·h e enemy to mount higher.
Th e outlaw had already turned to clash through t'he'I
held on with the tenacity of a bull dog. He could not
lbe shaken off.
line of men and make good his escape. when a suddeq.t
J esse JC!!mes no :longer endeavored to down his enemy. thought seemed to strike him.
He bent clown over the fallen man.
Tihe case was al1tered, and he now simply tried to extricate 1himself from the difficulty in~o which his inconLike lightning he tore open coat and vest. a nd plungfcl
his 'hand wi•thin the latter, where his practiced touch had
siderate has1te and desire for revenge had thrown him.
betrayed t·he presence of papers.
Now 1his struggles tnok on a new phase.
The e he snatohecl from their hiding-place, and witJ!
Hithento they had been !ihe result 0£ sudden fury, but
bhem clutched in his hand sprang erect.
·i
'llOW it wais baffled rage and gr·im despair ·1:'h at incited
He had succeeded after all.
.
him to frenzy.
A strange combination of circumstances had allo\'·ed
Still !he failed.
No :human power could exceed the determinatio\1 wi·th him to triumph, even after t·he game seemed in the
w:hidh !!hat 1hunter of men maintained 11is clutch upon the other's hands.
One thing rem'ainecl.
outlaw.
Could he make his escape?
"You are mine, Jess.e James-mine!" he gasped, while
The papers were thrust away in
ithe obher .twisted and squinmed jn v.CJ!in.
~'
Wibh every fleeting second his chances grew more blouse ·he wore.
Just then some one opened the ball, and a bullet cut I
beautifully ·less, since men were arriving upon the scene
hole through the cro\\' n of ·his hat.
co111 ~inually . .and already a cordon of half a dozen surT 1he scrimmage was on.
rounded bhe foes, ·v."ho were wlhiiiling aibout in each otiher's embrace.
Ped1aps a vision fleeted before :the outla•w's mental
f-ight-of a man dangling fr.om a tree wi1~h a rope around
CHAPTER XIII.
bis neck.
THE LE.\GUE OF SIX.
Such would be his fate in ten minutes should he fall
By this time the desperado from Missouri haP.:1
into the hands of these men.
snatched
a couple of revolvers from their resting plac I
l\o wonder he fought as never man fought before to
and was making things fairly hum around that section. l
free himself from that embrace.
He opened on the crowicl that barred 'his progress, a~
By tihis time the miners were beginning to sihow an
as was customary with him \vhen acting under su
::ggressi ve fr.on 1t.
1
They comprehended the stabus of the fight, and wfre, peculiar conditions, confined his attention to one p
of course, 0ne and all against bhe desperado, Vl"hom they tlcu'lar point.
Thus he immediately made an opening.
looked uocm ais mortal foe.
Men dropped o r fell back before 'bhe deadly b1aze c
More ~~han one of them had a weapon in his hand,
but they were deterred from making use of these by the those 1heatecl revolvers.
With every report, the ou.tla w gave a SJhout
fact that ·it was uncertain wlhether a bullet would strike
the, head of a friend or foe, owing to tihe evolutions of vanced.
Ot.h er shots were fired.
rhe wrestlers.
'Dhese were sent a•t 1him, but the devil's own Ju
Still there was at Ieas.t one man presen·t who could not
seemed to hang over the man, w:ho on th1s night h
kefp his fingers out of the pie.
braved the whole camp, and stirred it up as Datf
A fight was a picnic to him.
Tlher.e must surely have been Irish blood in his veins. Mountain had never before been aroused by any circut
stanoes.
He carried quite a stout cudgel, whioh he was whirlHe was wounded, yes, lbut not in a manner to coul
ing in the air in a manner very suggestive of a desire
and in Cl!l'l probability the man would not know it u~
to join in the fray.
afterward, when he came to look 'himself over.
Presently the opportunity for which he 1hacl been lookA gap was opened.
ing arrived-at least 'he was of the opinion that it had,
Through t11is he sprang.
and that he could now join in the little circu·s.
After clearing t>he line, he w.hi~'lecl around so that
The cudgel was raised.
"
face might still be toward the foe.
~'
It started to cut bhe air.
_Tor did his revolvers cease their terrible explosion (
1

1
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il he had put some little distance bet•ween him elf and
tis foes.
Then it was over.
He vanished.
The miners made a rus,11, recovering from t1heir sudden
upor.
Too late!
They reached the spot where the dare-devil had stood,
1t saw him not.
A laug-h came from the darkness beyond.
"Remember J esse James!" called a taunting voice.
a '·Fire!" houted an angry miner.
· Then weaipons began to sound, as the men s~nt a
phirlwind of leaden messengers in tihe direction whe11ce
he voice ,J ud come.
•
Some believed it wa_ from the right, others from the
ft, and consequently the amount of territory covered by
r bul'lets was immense.
\Vas bhere anv result?
Diel chance favor t·hem?
All was silent' after the discharge. save the excited
ies of men plunging t11rough t'he camp, and heading
r this soot.
Torches- were procured.
e Br the aid of these they discovered blood spots on the
cks. and ·immediately the idea sprang into existence
at the outlaw had been severe]\· wout1<led.
.
They started on ehe trail.
e The. outlaw could not have n11Jre completely disapared if the earth had opened and swallowed him.
a. After a long hunt, most of the miners were for givlg- up the game.
"Thi~s virtually meant abandoning tihe w1ho'le business
t1t and out; at least Peleg Smith looked at it in that
lay.

He was determined to keep up lhe pursui·t, even if he
ad to go it alone.
There were several men present whom he be'lieved he
a uld depend on.
·es He sounded them.
.
.
In this manner he found five who declared their will. o-ness to go through fire and water with him, in order
11
~ c ~\:ill the man from Tl.fis·souri.
~ ar Thus they made a party of six.
Peleg Smith found, as he sus.pectecl . tha·t each of these
n had some personal grievance against J esse J arnes.
CHAPTER XIV.
°AT

THE

RED DOG

T.\\'ERN.

At the fir t peep of dawn ·tJ1e pursuit was begun.
u I t had been decided that the best plan would be for
.
.
lh a e to go a1head, w:hile the others crept a I ong 111
att
the rear
L t far away .
.unlf the wounded outlaw lay in some dump of bushes,
might flre upon the man who led, but those following
)U t uld be •warned .
un True, this was rough on 1th~ leader, since the chances
~r e five to one ~hat he would get a chunk of lead some~ ere abou•t his person.
J'his might be -expected when the nature of the man
fit 11ty were fighting was taken inro consideration.
fhe y even looked fo r it.
n lll
0
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In order to equa'lize this matter, t:lhey had drawn lots,
and arranged \rho was to 1have t'he lead each successive
hour.
It was a lot:tery.
vV1hen the ·host:ile battery opened ahead, as they ex·p ected it would, .the ma11 on the trai·l mus·t go down,
but 1he might have .the satisfaction of knowing tlhat his
comrades would avenge him.
T1rns they struggJ.ed on.
The trail had become harder to follow.
Jesse James must have discovered bhat he was
wounded, and stopped 1o bandage his cuts.
Of this 'tihey found positive evi.dence in a certain spot
w•here a renmant of a blood-stained handkerchief met
it'heir gaze.
From this point on there were a few blood stains, and
the men fo und greater difficuJ.ty in making sure tihey
were o n the trail.
At lengbh, to bheir satisfaction, the man had reaehed
the regular trail leading to Blue Blazes Bar, and followed it up.
Thev made sure of this.
Once in a while a careful examination was made, and
a spot of blood discovered.
This satisfied them .
True, some other wounded person migiht have passed
this way, but ~hen suc'h a thing was on ly possible, nat
probable.
T•he enti re morning was consumed.
Towar.d noon they drew near the ·Bar.
Feather River gleamed be'low them, and t he red shirts
of miners co uld be seen as the men worked away with
s·hovel and cradle, gathering the golden sand from 1!he
bed of ~he river.
They never ~eamed 'f:lhat twenty-one years later an
enterprising company would turn Feather River from
its course, and 1Yibh ·mac:hinery scoop u1p mi'llions from
the bed during the s'hort months of the d1ry season.
'Jlhat has only recently been done.
That their man 1had gone on down it<he mountain trail
into the m~ning town was ev,i dent, for at tihe time they
looked upon ·tJhc Bar, there were traces of blood seen on
the rocks.
Down they went.
Men were moving about.
They attracted littl e attention, for miners drifited from
one camp to another daily.
Gambler· .there were in every camp.
11J1e e were about the only men w1l10 wore "biled"
shirts in the mines, save when an Eastern speculator
came into town.
Into camp went the s.ix avengers.
They were all miners, even Peleg Smith, the detective,
·h aving been digging for gold while searching t.he country for Jesse J am es.
Cautious inquiries were m<JJde, each man starting out
on his own hook.
1't ·was arranged t:lhat they were ito meet at a centain
t1rne.
'W'hen two ·hours had passed they came toge't'her at the
Reel Dog Tavern, the point from whence they had Sotarted
out.
Peleg Smith looked at each man as he came in, and
saw expressions of disgust stamped upon their features.

l
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Suc'h a look could mean but one thing.
Failure!
They triecl to analyze 1his features, but this was beyond 1tiheir powers.
He always .wore a mas;.;: over hi.s feelings, and the
countenance of ithe sphinx cou.Jd not be more impenetrable t•han :~hat of Peleg Srath.
One by one .he ques1tioned them.
"What luck, Andy?"
"None at all," was the surly response.
"How about you, Colton?"
A negative shake.
"Ben?"
T1he man addressed grow1ea.
"Jack, sur·ely you stmck a trail."
"Hanged if 1the earth ain't opened and swallowed the
pesky guerriJ.la. Tlmn James boys a·lways had the reputation for being onnatural"
"Well, Caleb, report."
"Got nio:thin' to say, boss."
"Ah! 'bhe w:hole five of you sent out in different directions, and no result. Nobody has .seen a wounded man
limp into camp?"
"Nary a one ~'
"Now l was 1eft 1to guard home base and ask questions of .any one w1ho came in."
"Did you discover anything, Peleg?"
"I never ·l eft tihe Red Dog al'l the t·ime, and half the
afiter.noon gone."
"Then we're left . flat on the start."
"Hold on.".
"Eh? •wth at now?"
"I haven't 'Said I made a failure of i.t."
Five fac·es briig•htened u•p.
As many pair of eyes wer.e glued u~n the sphinxlike face of the detective.
He sat fhere nonchalantly in his chair, and looked so
peaceful ithat one would not believe he cared whether
school keot ·o r not.
His eyes were ha'lf s'.hut.
"Boys, draw up a little closer. You know they say
walls .have ears <Sometimes, and w•hat I am about to say
I don't ca•re to have every one hear."
Did 1they obey. Well, they crowded 'him so close that
he .had to beg for a little room.
"Easy now. I'll teH you what I've discovered sibting
.here at ease in the Red Dog while ;you were scampering
aJ.I over town.
·
"I al~ays did tbelieve :the 'hunting was just as good in
the •home lot as miles away.
·
"I've found out pos·itively :t hat our man, Jesse James,
.-::ame into it-his camp early .~his morning, and that, without
question he is still here."
"Then why didn't we run across him?"
"Or some fellow who 'had seen him?"
"It's deuced strange."
"Not at all. The miners were a'11 at work when he
came ·in, and as he has been asleep eve·r since they have
'had no ahance of meeting him."
"As·leep ! Do you know where, Peleg?"
"I do."
"Tell us."
"Bend your heads. Jesse James is .at t his very minute
under t'he ·same roof as we are."
1

STOR~ES.

T1hey uttered low exclamations o{ surprise, and looked'
around them as though half-expecting to see the bearded-'
face of the man fr{)m :Missouri over their shoulders.
·
'·Peleg, are you sure?" asked orie.
"As certain as bhat I see you, Ben."
The astonishing nature of t.his information seeme~ to'
ra:ttle the men w 1ho were so earnestly engaged in hunt
ing the detective.
T•hey again looked at eac-h other, a.s
aiblc to comprehend bhe trurh.
''This is astonishing news, .. said one.
"Yes. if certain."
"Don't .doubt it," quietly remarked the detective;
1have looked upon him."
'Dhis crea<ted another sensation.
Their respect for Peleg Smith was on the increase·
He seemed to be a wonderful man, and ·well worthy
being pitted against snch a dever rasral as Jesse Jam es'
"TeH us about it."
t
"There is little to tell. Yott know I am in disguisf
as a miner, and the fellow was not, apt to know me i..
we met.
'
"After you had all gone out, I hardly knew what ti'
do with n~yself, and in a spirit of idle -curiosity, begar"
questioning {)Ur genial boniface wiho runs the Red Do{
"Judge of my surprise, w1hen by his answers, I Mt
came impressed wit•h the idea tliat we had the verv maf
we sought under tihe same roof at that moment. •·
"He had a room on the second floor, and as I engage/'
one also, I easily discovered that his apartment occu2ilil
"
t'he corner.
''You see how easv it was.
"
"All I 'had to do ~vas to go upstairs a little later an'
make a m·istake in t·he roo1n.

See?''

=·

T•hey nodded t·heir heads eagerly, deeply interested f1
•
his recita.J.
"Go on, Pe'leg."
''I knew none of ·the doors had locks on them,
cause I taken the •trouble to examine beforehand, a
hence, all I had to do was to pretend to be half drunk. '
"In this condition I staggered up against his door, a
of course pushed it open."
''Yes, yes."
!\
"The room was light enough for me to see, althou~
he had the curtain drawn. As I stood inside mu•tterir1
brokenly in a stupified way, a man sat upon the bed arf
covered me with a long revolver. It was him-Jesf
James!''
t

,

CHAPTER XV.
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The five listeners were spellbound.
~
Their eyes were fastened upon the face of the nat 1
rntor, as :t·hough they could nat afford to lose a sing'·
word of his itale.
~
Face to face with Jesse James in a small room, a( 1
.covered by tihe revolver of <the notorious desperad~
was a situation that was enough to a:ppall one.
1
How ·h ad Peleg come out of the game?
t
T·hey were anxious to hear ~he rest, but t:he detectiPdid not seem to •worry himself.
He knew wha1t 1he was about, and that there wa1s pletf
of 1ti:rn e.
s
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~he six men now entered in'to a consuHation regardJ '·Go on.''
j .'·What die! he sa \"?"
ing the best means to be employed in order to gain itiheir
"\\'hal did \"OU .do?"
end.
I"Yes, tell 11s- all."
Peleg Smith was a greait organ·i zer.
Peleg Smith yaw1~crl.
Here suggestions were made by one and all.
"Well, you :;ee, being a drunken man, I did not show
He never felt abov~ receiving 'hintts from any sour ce,
e k:ist· ~ig;1 of fear when I found myself covered wit)1 and applying them.
e revolver.
In this mann er he was enabled to ·group the facts, and
} "1 laughed. in a s'lttpicl sort of \\·ay, and pretended to make a strong case.
<e it all as a joke, sa)ting:
·
The plan of campaign was soon agreed upon, and each
"'Shay, olc feller-, what .'er doin' in my bed? 'Tain't man had his part.
ir. ye kn.:m·, ter ccupy more 'n •half on it. Ain't ye
During the interim that must elapse before darkness
in' ter make room?'
fell
they would keep watch and ward over the tavevn, to
"He seemed to grasp the ituation, and an·swered as
make sure their man did not leave it, and vanish from
iick as rou please :
view, before the thunderbolt could fall which they were
~ ·· 'See here, old man, you've made a mistake in the
forgin·g.
, om. Move on !'
lt did not concern them as to who went into the house, s "I beg-;;n to beg his pardon, as a good-natured, .
unken fool might, but ·h e scow led, and told me to take b~t~ every one leaving it must pass under ' their supe1;v1s1on.
I ~·self off. which I did."
On his . person Peleg Smith carried a little agent that
t "Well done, Peleg.''
would recli.ice a strong· man to the helpless state of an ia"So, the door opens to the touch, eh?"
fant if properly applied:
·
:·x-a, it did."
Chloroform?
" \\'hat now~"
ot exactly, but an.o ther drug which was even more
.,. '·\Yell. -a·s I staggered clown rhe hall, I cou•ld hear him
~ inging some piece of furniture against the door to se- -dangerous in the hands of a reckless man.
This combination is_in the form of a powder, so fine
re it. "
that it is like mere dust.
.
"T•he deuce!"
Blown through a keyhole or other small aperture, b:YJ
"'If. we want to get a-t him, it must be by some other
means of a little tube, it fills a room with a peculiar odor,
d."
not at all offensive.
"T•he window, for instance."
A person would succumb to its influence in from one
"Yes."
to five minutes.
tt(Of cour e ther-e is one in his room?"
At last darkness began to settle like a pall upon the
"Two; it's on 1:he corner, yo u know."
if Can we go to .work now?"
mining cam p. · ··'
As the hills arose on either side, it was earlier in com"Better lay off a while, and wait for n i g~ht. The darkss i better fitted for work like that," said thr de- ing than would have been the case had th·e 'diggings been
situated on higher ground.
.
e tive, calmly.
Lights flashed into existence.
hey were not particularly shrewd men, but they saw
When night settled down the camp awoke.
wisdom of his policy.
Strains of music sounded.
little delay could not hurt them, and it might be
Voi~es trolled songs, or shouted words of g reeting,
means of doing much good.
while lights flashed from every saloon in town.
All of them nodded .
.,-f'J ust so. You know best, Peleg."
Men drifted from one scene to another, the various
~· "We're willing to follow yiour lead, Peleg."
dens or halls being· all well filled:.
n ~And go it blind, even."
All this came about so suddenly that it seemed as
s These expre sions told ·t1hat the rnen placed implicit though some wizard must have flashed his magic wand·
fidence in their leader.
over the camp, causing the many lights to pierce the darkn1ith ~mi•led.
ness.
t flattered him to have men follow him with suc<n
The time had come.
th in his ·powers.
.
· Peleg Smith held a last consultation with the · men who
l\t the same time, he was not fool enough to think were to back him up.
altered .the case a particle.
All seemed arranged .
uT1he man opposed to them had a grea:t force back of
Two of them were to take places in the l?!G·i, ro ·that
er! 1. As yet he 1hacl never been outwi<Hed by the many
they could shoot J esse James down in case he opened his
" ~ectives sent out a.fter him.
door.
11f.i:ue, in bhe year '69, Jesse James had not reached the
That this latter was still secur ed on the other side the
_ it·h of his notoriety, but he 'had already made a name
r himself that was feared from one encl of the country detective knew. for he had gone quietly along and pushed
against it himself.
t11e other.
Another man was stationed below, ready to run to the
· vfionest men shivered ·w·h en they heard it mentioned,
criminals became bolder as they read. of his daring assistance of either party, according to the prospect of his
n ess- at robbing trains and banks on the soil of o1d being needed.
Smith took the others.
souri.
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He would in all probability make use of them around
Having completed his arrangements, Peleg at once ij
the corner.
.
gan to ascend the ladder.
Givin.g them a low order, he sent them off, remaining
This was a rudely-made affair.
.
~'
himself long enou2'h to insert a charge of the strange
What it had ever been used for originally none of the!
powder in the little blow-gun or tube some six inches · could eYen conjecture, nor did they try.
long, which .h,e carried, and which was slender enough to
Its location had been carefully marked in the daytin
fit a small keyhole.
so there would be no trouble in laying hands on it dt
All was now ready.
ing the darkness.
To business.
As has bee1J seen, Ben and Andy 1.i.acl secnred it in t ~
easiest manr..er possible.•
Although so rudely made, it appeared to be in a se
CHAPTER XVI.
viceable condition.
c
H 0 W I T \\' 0 R K E D.
Peleg detected nothing about it to serve as a warni1.
\Vhen the detective turned the corner of the house he that it wot1ld give way under his weight, or play him ~<
fom1d himself in darkness.
trick; and yet these rudely-constructed and home-mai ~
No ray of light re~ched this point, although, of course, affairs are not always to be trusted, as they have be
the gloom was not quite so intense as it would have been knovvn to play one false jnst at the critical moment wh}
had there been no illumination near at hand.
most dependence is placed upon them.
Peleg Smith could see no one.
He mounted step by step.
b
\ 1Vere his men on ham'. ?
The tavern was not a high structure, and vvas one
He gave a faint whisde, not unlike the chirp o{ a little the few two-story bui ldings in the camp.
bird among the eaves of the house.
Perhaps the windows of the second story were sor'
It was answered.
.
ten feet or even eleven from the ground, although I '
In another moment Peleg had reached the side of his floor was only nine.
two men.
The short ladder reached just to the window.
•
These worthies were Andy and Ben.
If it had been made as a movable stairs to allow lo~t
He had picked them out ::.s being the best of the five to ers free access to the upper story before stationary stc"
back hi;n uo.
were built inside the house, it could not have filled 1··
"Did yoii find the ladder?., he whispered.
bill better.
·
"
"Yes."
The distance being so short, Peleg had only moun!n
"Where is it?"
about five rounds when his head came on a level W-·
"Under the window."
rl1e window.
"You didn't make a noise?"
Now 'came an open questioli.
"Not a bit of it-still as mice," said Ben.
·what was the condition of the window?
''Church mice at that," echoed Andv, in the. same sibi\i\! ould he find it tightly closed or partly open?
~~
lant whisper.
·
:A.s Jesse Tames had the door of his room secured'
Peleg was satisfied.
would smotlier if the window should also be hermetict
y.
He knew that thus far the game favored him,. and it sealed.
was with a peculiar feeling of nervous eagerness that he
The detective reached out his left hand, steadying l' I
led the way over to where the ladder stood.
self me::rnwhile with his knee, as he carefully held
This he ·found by groping for it.
little tn be iri his other hand.
''Are you sure this is the window-it is so confounded
His fingers touched glass.
dark I'm rather mixed?" he asked.
It seemed as though the window was shut.
"Deo,d certain," said Andy.
He allowed his han d to travel downward.
"Cock sure, captain," from Ben.
Ah! an electric thrill passed through his frame.
Such decided assurance settled it-besides, Peleg did
Luck! why. this was a splendid streak of it.
111
not remember of seeing any other window near this one
He could hardly keep from clrnckling.
[']
around the corner, so it did not seem possible a mistake
The window wa~ open a few . inches to admit fresh 10
could occur.
a hlock seemed to hold it up.
,\·
Peleg Smith knew more in half an hour than he did
What ccnild suit him better?
.
q
just then.
\1\lhy, it was as though the affair was arranged to ~
isfy his most exacting demands.
t
All was now ready for the finishing touches.
Only Peleg himself could deliver these.
All he bar! rn do now \\'as to .insert the little tube . / 8
He felt of the ladder.
smart l1lo1Y, and then wait for a cert_ain amount of
It must be secure; for any movement on the p:ut of the to pass by.
.
' The wonderfnl powder wmtld do the r~st.
vehicle by means of which he was to mount, would prob~UI
ably amuse his intended victim and spoil the play.
There was no use of delaying, since fortune hae:e
Everything seemed all right.
kindly givrn him the game.
h
He cantiouslv ascended another step.
iul
Peleg l1ad no fauJt to find.
Now his face was near the opening; he even pr~
He brought his head close to those of his t\YO -assist.u
ants, and· in low but distinct tones gave hi last orders ?.g-ainst the sasl1.
Gently ·he inserted the tube.
~h
concerning their movements.
All seemed wdl.
11e
A code of signals had already been arrang-ed. and they
The little blow g-un reached his lips.
ea
knew what a certain sound would mean to them.
·ec

s

a
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Peleg dre\Y in a good breath first, the better to expel
e powder in a cloud.
H e smiled.
.
This must surely settle the hash cf the bold Missouri
tlaw: Jesse J anres. caught in a trap, would meet his
tr

· Then, with a puff, he expelled the powder from the
: tle tube .
The thing was done.
e He li~tened a second to learn if the slight sound had
ous::d the outlaw.
11 Some one turned m·er on the 'bed : there was a grunt,
L d then came regular breathing again.
a That settled it.
e Jesse James slept on.
ri He was sleeping to his !loom.
Tt:rilled with exultation over the success of his little
heme , Peleg Smith ci·ept down the ladder.
He found his men below.
They were eager for news.
> "Well?" demanded Ben.
t "Ts .it El·one ?" edhoed Andy.
Peleg chuck!Lr!.
"All serene. Ren1ain 11ere. If any one tries to climb
d t of the windr;w, down him .. ,
e ·· we .y;ill."
t "Yo~1 bet."
"I am going where it is light, to see when our ten
nt nu·te~ are up."
~· 'Good."
I "We'll keep guard, captain."
So the detective hurried around the corner, and en~ed the saloon, where a score or two of men were
l i,ging, talking over the exciting news that had come
; ~r from the diggings at Battle Mountain during the

eleg. consulted his watch.
I e was waiting for time to pass.
l./hen the ten minutes had expired he would return to
work.
hey were like so many hours to him, because of his
dition.
~-as the drng working? .
ad' the Missouri desperado already given up to. its
· nge influence?
I'hese were questions that kept intruding themsdves
re his mind all t\e time.
\'as success within his grasp?
e believed so.
0
t the .same time there mus t be an awful stage of susse until he could learn the result of his little game
· tpve.
"He listenl'J.
Surely, if the powder was to act at all? it would have
t en in its work now.
here had also been a sufficienc\· of time for the dust
ully settle in the room, since there was no wind to
e p it !:tirring.
urbing his impatience as best he could so that he
ht not attract attention, the detective sauntered out
,he place.
~eaching the spot where he had left his companions,
~eceived and answered their signal.

l

They had been impatiently awa1tmg him , and mamfested their eagerness at his coming.
''Any sound from above, boys?" he asked.
"Nary a one, captain," answered Ben.
"Still as the grave," remarked Andy, sotto voce.
This sounded well.
It argued that his little scheme had .been s·uccessful,
and no dou:i,t t'he rterrihle man £r6m Mis·s ouri 3lt: that
moment lay helpless on his cot, a victim to the wonderful
powder.
There was nothing to keep Peleg from ascending the
ladder.
He started to do so, crawling stealthily up, although
he had no idea that any slight noise he m4g'ht mal..~
would annoy the p~rty above.
'
Those below had the advantage of him.
They co uld watch his movements.
His figure was outlined against the sky, and all his
movements could be plainly seen, in silhouette, of course.
'f'hey saw· him reach the window . · ·
Here he bent his head as though listening to discover
whether any sound came from within.
All being apparently quiet, he began to slowly raise
the window.
In ;his :hand ~le had a stick some eig1hteen .inic·hes long,
which he meant to use in propping up the sash, when
he once had it up.
By degrees he raised the sash, and then adjusted the
stick to hold it just so.
Those below saw him crawl through.
This was the period of suspense.
If J essc Jam es v..-as awake good-by to Mr. Peleg
Smith; he might as well say his prayers.
What was that?
A head projected from ,foe window.
"Ahoy-Andy-Ben!"
It was Peleg catling.
''Hello, rhere, captain!"
"Come np here and bring the pieces of rope along."'
The two men uttered exclamations.
1
·
"Is he s:i.ie ?" asked Ben.
"Have we got him?" queried Andy.
"He's helpless as a log-come up,' ' was the reply.

CHAPTER XVII.
H.\RD Lt.: CK.

In their haste to ascend lhe ladder the two mm ers
came near having a catastrophe.
Luckily, hearing a suspicions crack, Ben har,1 the sense
to leap qnkkly backward to the ground aga:.«.
When he climbed ttp a minute later, and passed in
through the window. he felt the ladder quiver under his
weight, and knew its back had been broken unde1· tl1<:
strain.
After th a t there co uld be · no telling what that execrable ladder might not be guilty of doing.
vVhen Ben managed to snake his corpulent frame
through the open window, he found his compan,ions in
the dark.
"VVhere are ye?'' he asked.
"This wav. Ben." came a voice. ·
He s tepp~d forward .
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· 'Then ·tripping over some object he fell.
"Good. That's the very pistol he'.s done · so
Possibly such: actions disturbed some of the fine dust deadly work with. Many a good man has gone
that had settled about.
before it. Hanel the thing over to me, Andy, this wa
The weapori exchanged hands.
.
At any rate as he arose he began to sneeze.
"By· George, I believe (schcw) I've got a beastly
"A ny"thing more?"
(schew) dose of that confounded (schew) powder. Hope
"Yes . a sword of some kind."
(schew) it won't lay me out (schew)."
"Reckon it's a Mexican machete."
.)
" Right you are."
Poor Ben sneezed loud enough to awaken the Seven
Sleepers, and it seemed as though he would never get
"That all?"
"Y-es.''
over it.
There was no movement on the part of the form on
An<lv did not know that there was any need oi rn
the couch.
·
tioning the purse of gold dust he had r{in across . s~
It looked· as though the ex-guerrilla must have gotten that could hardly he classed under the name of weapr 1
Hei1ce he kept silent on that score.
a good dose:
By degrees Ben's ardor calmed down.
''Raise the knife. Andy, and hold ii over him . I
He sneezed less freqvently, the violent discharge of air his revolver pressed against his head. If he shows si ,,
becoming a peculiar snort.
of fight when the light is struck, remember, we must
"What are you doing, captain?" he managed to ask arid shoot. DO.n 't give the desperate villain h~d
chance."
between attacks.
"That's right. captain."
"Tying our man's hands, so as to make sure work of
"Is all reaclv ?"
him," came the reply.
"Why don't you strike a light?"
"Jn this quarter-yes," said Andy.
"Ditto here," from Ben.
1Wihy indeed?
"Then strike the match!"
It seemed singular that this had not been done, but
Peleg's answer explained it all.
It was a tableau.
Ben drew the match across the floor, and jt
."Wait till .we get him secure. Then, if he comes to his
into a flame.
senses suddenly he can't do much."
"O h, yes, I see."
This he concealed for a few· seconds bv encirclin"
"I'm nearly done; got eleven lengths of the rope with his .' hands, ' after the manner of a smoker untit'
'
-~ '}
around hi e; hand, and I'm securing it now. ·I reckon he wood c:1Ught fire.
can't break that."
Then he held the flaming match up.
H
The scene was dramatic.
A
An elephant could not.
It showed what fear men had for lhe party who bore
Both Andy and Peleg bent over the man on th T
with threatening weapons.
the nam e of Jesse Jam es.
Their eyes were at once glued on his - face.
He was the terror who walked by night-the pesti, Jenee that stalked by noonday.
. What did they see that glued their gaz·e there,?."
Another dozen seconds elapsed.
almost petrified them?
"
"There, I've got it fastened ."
The man did not move a limb-he lay there as tll!...'r
·perfectly dead.
l !
Peleg spoke .this.
"Shall I strike a match, captain?"
\ i\f ell, this was what they had expecte'cl-then: 1
" Hold on," quickly.
should a spasm of alarm pass over their frames, o·
"V/ hat now?''
they held their breath in awe.
· ·a
"Andv ?"
the)" had reason.
'\
"Her~ . "
The man lying there had undoubtedly succltmbf,r
"You forgot something."
th<: influence of th e powder.
·.y
"Did I, captain?"
"Great Scott!" gasped Ben.
fi.'
Peleg ground his teeth.
'' You haven't searched him.''
"Me search him-for what?"
"It's the wrong man!" he gritted.
.
''Any weapons. Once he is relieved of them the
"You made a mistake,, then?" queried Andy, ~:\
gazed upon the snow-white hair and beard of. a veB
chances of his doing mischief will be lessened."
''Just so."'
miner lying there.
y
"Then do rhe job.''
The detective turned upon them.
>eJ
" Right it is."
"Not I. you fool ! The mistake lies at your cl.ooJie
Another period of impatient waiting.
"Eh? Hqw is that?" gasped Ben.
·
a
" Well, Andy!"
"Yes, explain," from Andy.
,
"Yes, sir.''
Peleg nodded his head sarcastically.
•U
. "Have yciu clone the job?"
'' It's a puzzle, ,eh? Well, I don't think it will Iis
· "Reckon I have.''
when I have said
few words. Listen to me. c1.
"Found anything?"
ain't the room."
'
v~
There was a chuckle.
He spoke the words in a shrill whisper that pen~
like a knife.
t
"Reckon I have, captain."
"Surely--" began Ben.
fe
"What is it?"
'.Tel ·be willing to wager--" started Andy. ·
n
"First, a revolver, big enough I to sink a warship at
close range."
"Silence! If you had looked around-here. striF

'e
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ther match , man-l think I saw a candle somewhere
·with much car·e t·he descent was finally effected, and
they came . over to Peleg.
·
far by."
The match flared up.
"W•hat next?" w:hisper.ed Andy.
"Ah ! here it is-that's it-now we have more of a per"Give us orders," said Ben.
anent light. Cast your eyes around. What do you see
"Do you see ·bhe reflection of the stars on that glass up
any of the furniture piled against the door? Not a bit above ?"
it. Everything is in its place. That proves what I
"Sur·ely."
id-that this is not the right room."
"No mistake about that."
·'How was the mistak e made?"
"T•hafs the window you •s1muld have discovered some
"Yes, tell us that, Peleg."
, time iback."
''You put the ladder at the wrong window."
"Yes-.and the 'ladder?"
i Th e two men looked at each other in a peculiar, crest''S'ha'll we bring it ·here, captain?"
llen way.
"Do so. Meanw'hi·le I will remain an<l keep an eye on
They no doubt tealized that what their leader said was the window, for fear you might make another mis'take."
e truth.
Even in his ·whisper the sarcasm was felt.
1
·i All the blame lay on them.
They went for the ladder.
t ''Where is the right room?"
'f.his was pl.aced in position wit'hou·t trouble, and then
' . Pel eg Smith cocked his revolver over his shoulder, a.JI was ready.
' d said:
"Ben!"
"The corner one. This adjoins it at the end of the hall.
"Yes, captain."
ou failed to see the first window, and came to this one."
"It is your turn."
\ 'ery simple the mistake was, and how easily rnade"At what?"
ven the most stupid man could see it now.
"To go up and ·i nvestigate."
Thev were verv crestfallen.
Ben began to s'lliver.
''Ca;1 ·t we remOCiy it?"
He ·h ad not dreamed of this before.
"Is it too late, Peleg?"
Tlhe thought of following a lead did not give him half
a Th e detective shrugged his shoulders.
as much trouble as the idea of being the one .ro go a!head.
" This is unexpected,_ ca•pitain," he w11ispered.
"Such a blunder discourages one, but I am willing to
"But on1ly fair," insisted Andy, shrewd Andy, :whlo
1~ · for it. We ·have our man hemmed in, and I don't
knew it would be his turn next, ibut did noit believe tihe
e 'how he can ·well escaoe."
tin'1e would arrive.
His words gave ~hem courage.
There are oocasions when it pays to be t•hircl.
All was not lost.
Bc<n groaned.
They began to realize the truth of the old adage that
"He's sure to be awa'ke after all the row we've been
lhile there is life there·s hope. "
It was wonderfu l to see how they picked up and and made," he muttered.
" Just as likely .as not, but some one has ro lead, and
owed new animation .
Vhe captain lhas seleoted you ·because of your well-known
- · ''Sho\v us •\V'hat .to do, Peleg."
daring."
h "Yes, and we'll retrieve the disaster."
Sly Andy-he mixed a lump of sugar wit:ih the bitter
The detective, with a glance at ehe man who was under
dose, and Ben felt the effects.
influence o.f 1the peculiar powder, shook his head.
"I'll wager ·he's sitting there covering rhe window
, ''I'm afraid ~1e's clone for. The dose was strong even
with his s•hooter, and Teady to extinguis·h any fool win
r a man of Jesse James· years and build.
1
"Well, accidents will hapPen. W·e'll leave Lhe win- s'hows hi s head," 1he groaned 'again.
·· Perhaps so, but i·t is your 1turn. All must take ithe.ir
e•w open, and the air ·1nay revive him."
chances. Lead on."
Wi rh that he blew out •t he candle.
Ben gave it up. ,.
:\•Vetting his fingers he extinguished the red spark that
"I
suppose if I m·1st, I mu st. Bury me under th~
ng to ~he wick.
daisi~s. boys.
Here goes.·· ·
arknes:~ came.
Like
a
martyr
going to bhe stake, he took hold and bea ·:.fake for •bhe window-quietly, now."
gan
to
ascend
the
ladder.
e 'Beware of that plaguev ladder," said Ben.
'Yes, it's going to be-tray us yet," from Andy.
P eleg climbed ove r the si ll .
CHAPTER XVIII.
or.J.--i:e reached the ground in safety, and, wi~hout paying
attenti on to 1his conuades. moved over to where he
CLOSE
QUAR'l'ERS.
v believed the pro.per window ought to be.
\Vith .a heavv ·heart Ben ascended.
ure enough. he found it.
Had his feet.been incased in ·rhe leaden s11oes of a sub1l IJ=ris mei1 had made just the 111l::;ta!.-e he suppos<!d, 111
marine diver ·he oould hardly have gone up the ladder
~ . ~ darkness.
more slo\\' I y.
\\·as it too late to 1·eni·:dy the <lisas~er?
It on1y iieedecl t·he ·p assage of a few rounds, when he
net t least <they could try.
ca:11e to ~he window.
ke \l':J.ited for the others.
Here was the ticklish ooint.
If there was danger, h-e must find it now.
ne got dor"n and steadied the ladder for his mo:-e
.~ brilliant thou.g ht came.
tri\ ·y companion.

l
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Those belo1\· could not judge how high up he went,
and 1110tild 1have to take his word for it.
Why should he raise his head above the sill at all
w·hen !he could do he1:'ter?
As all was darkness beyond, hi.s eyes would not serve
him.
He raised one 1hand cautious.Jy and began to fee-1 above
him.
The window ·was rnised hal.f a foot for bhe admission
of air.
This seemed satisfacl:'ory.
He had learned enough to make a report, and ernbelli·sih it as he pleased.
. Down Ben went to the bottom of the ladder, and with
su ch 'haste that the vehicle of his descent groaned under
his -11·eight.
"Softly," "·hi ;;pcred Peleg, touching 'his a·rm.
"He ain't after you," said Andy.
He turned his back contemptuously upon his comrade,
and faced 't1he detective.
"W•ha.t 1uck ?" asked the latter.
''T1he window is half open."
"Yes."
"I listened a·s well as I could, and felt pretty sure I
heard his heavy breathing."
"\V'hic:h accounted for the rapidity of your descent."
"Oh, I was simp'ly in a hurry to report that everyt'hin1g seems favora!ble."
"That's it, eh? \ i\T ell, Andy, it's your turn."
Andy groaned.
Ben chuckled.
"'What a·m I to do?"
"Yes; what have you cut out for bold Andy?" asked
Ben,. wit1h mone sarcasm.
"Perhaps it would be just as wel'I for one of us to enter
the room and s·ettle the fellow."
''Good Heavens!" gas'Ped Ben.
J
"EJ..."ICuse me," 1hoars·ely whispered Andy.
Peleg had ·had his grim joke, and he now returned to
business again.
"Never mind. Since the opportunity offer-s, 1:11
cJ1arge my .t ube again, and repeat tihe game."
"Wisely said, captain ."
"An excel·lent pl.an, surely.'.'
•
Both breathed easier.
'Dhey w.ou1ld as s'Oon have thought of bearding a fullgrown wounded grizzly in his moutl'tain den ais Jesse
James in ·his room.
Either meant death, nor was 1tq1e one any more certain
than the obhe1·.
"Then await me here."
A.fter stepping •to the light, and again filling the little
tube with the magic powder, Pe leg Smith mounted the
!~cider.

T 1hose below could calmly oontcmphte another running the risk they sought to avoid; but when the danger
-was brought home ·to them it was quite another thing.
Stil'I, no•t'hing happened.
~
The detective puffed ·~he po'Wcler into the room, but he
could n'Ot catch the '"heavy breathing" that had coli)e so

plainly to Ben, and believed it musl have exis·te<l in
latter's ima.g ination.
Do1wn he came.
Another period of waiting en1.5ued.
W.hen t-he time was up, Peleg Smith dimbed nhe'
der and entered the room.
He could hear no sound .
No one had ever accused this man of cowardice,
his actions proved it now .
He took out a match.
It ignited without any of ehe crackling, explo.
sound that distinguishes all our matches at the pre
clay.
•
When it flared up, he used it as a torch, and Joe
aroun·d 'hirn.
One glance was enough.
He made for the window .
''Boys!''
"A•h ! there, captain!"
"Done for."
"Dead?"
"Kicked the flume?"
'Peleg gave a grunt of disgust.
'·Skipped."
T·he men below groaned.
''Come up-you, Ben, 1rith that cai1dle ;'' for he1
thru st the latter ar·tide into lhe pocket of the other
extinguishing it.
They made a break.
~o did the ladder.
lt came apart a yard or so from the •b ottom, and,l
consequen ce Ben was left hanging to t'he ~1 · ind0\\' ~
while Andy and the ladder became mixed up o:
ground.
A little confusion ensued.
The ladder had in some way managed to strike t
on the head .
He thought he had been shol, and that bis brains1
oozing out.
t
So :!Je lay there kicking am! grnnting, wl1i'le
squirmed above, endeavoring- to get one leg up ove
window. when he could clra-w 'himself into the apart.
T'his he finally succeeded in doing.
Peleg called to the man below.
''Get up, you fool. It was only the ladder broke.
Andy ceased groaning.
'·Then I ain't shot?"
"Not a 1bit of it."
,.
·A ndy got up.
''Raise the ladder and see how high i.t comes." "
He did so.
,,
The ladder was si1111ply ~hortenecl several feet ~
!break, which had come at the econd round.
It -was still long enough for practical purposes.
"Remain below, Andy."
"All rig;ht, captain, though if you want me t\3
ra:kon I can get up."
-1
"Xo, stay \\"here you are, and if your man jump.
fasten on to him like a leech .. ,

•
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"Thunder!''
This made Andy uneasy again.
He foq;ot to rub his bruises, but, grasping his relver, he couchC' cl like a tiger at the base of the broken
cider, ready to riddle t1he dreaded outlaw should he
1clclenh· c011front him .
Meanwhile Hen had produced the candle.
.-\nother match was ignited.
1'hc room la.) a'bout them.
It was empty.
Against the doo r 11·as a heavy box, used as a sort of
resser. since it had a small hanclglass on it, and the
esence of this 1ras indicative of rhe fact that Jesse
iJles could not possibly have gone out that way.
}fow , then?
The \r:ndo·11·?
Such a thing was probable.
As soon as darkness feli, and j us-t before t1hc men set
work, he might have crawled out of this aperture and
rapped to the ground.
Such a fall, when taken purposely, was not a terrible
ing- at all.
D~ubtl ess to an agile man it would be a mere nothing.
Peleg Smith pondered.
He was used to ,tricks of all kinds, and an idea enred his head .
\\'J1at if t he man ·had not 'left the wom at all?
True, he w.as not on the bed.
That did not prevent him from being under it or m
·ding somew1here.
.
With the candle in one ·h and and his revolver in the
her •he bent clow n to see.
~ Ben also dropped on ·his ;hands and knees.
It was hard to get thei.i· 1heads jow enough to make out
hat was under the bed.
At the first attempt their heads came together with
ite a crack.
E·ad1 looked reproachfully at t!he other, and Ben ben rubbing ihis cranium as ·h e moved back like a crab
treating.
Then they tried it again.
.
At this instant .the door of 'a iefoset -stand111g close by
oved open.
It made no ·sound.
A man's figure took a step forward.
He seemed to grasp the situation .
Being at the foot of the cot he was enabled to approach
em closely.
"Do you see an ythin g, Ben?" asked the detective.
''Some old clothes, I r eckon they are, and yet - -"
l\
"It might be a man. "
"Just so."
"Suppose you crawl under and give it a kick."
J. Ben inserted his legs under the bed.
.Then he gave a vicious kick.
•
A groan followed.
''Jupiter! it's him , sure enough."
h Ben grew excited, and even the cool detective showed
ns of excitement.
\
) "Don't look iil<e a man."
1
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"Didn't you hear him groan?"
"Y cs. Crawl under and get him out, Ben. I reckon
he's half senseless from the powder. I'll keep you covered and send a few bullets if there's any danger."
"Into me?" wildly.
" l\' o, no; into J essc James . I guess his goose is
cooked this time, thank fort une."
"I hate to handle him without i:doves," said the righteous Ben, to cover quite another feeling that pervaded
his s\·stem.
" ,'\fonsense. In with you."
"Well, here goes."
Thereupon a scrambling ensued .
Rurly Ben was crawling und er the bed, and he found
·it a tough task . too.
Peleg continued to bend down · and watch, although
feci ·)1g the effects of the dust his companion was raising.
JOt him?" he asked, hearing his man utt er some sort
of exclamation.
"Got the devil!" came the startling reply.
"What's the matter, Ben?"
"It ain't him."
·
"vVho is it, then?"
"Nobody."
'·\Nhat ! isn "t there a man under there?"
"Kary a man, only some old clothes."
"But the groan."
"Y cs, the groan ."
"How do you explain that?''
" I don't attempt to. This here place is haunted. Let
me get out. Fire and furies, here I am stuck under the
bed and unable to back water. Take hold of my legs
and pull, for mercy's sake."
Peleg could hardly help smiling, despite the serious
nature of the position.
There were several strange things connected with the
case lhat he wanted explained, but they would have to
await their turn.
Just at present Ben's condition seemed about the first
thing to need attention.
He placed candle and revolver on the floor.
Then he seized hold of the g reat boots of the miner
and took a firm grip .
"Ready, Ben?"
"Yes."
"Then altogeth er, yo heave oh, here we go !"
Peleg was wrong.
They did not go.
Just as he was exerting himself to make a good strong
pull, something not down on the programme occurred.
The man who had issued from the closet was Jesse
James, and he had escaped all the ill effects of the powder germs while hiding there, his ear close up to a crack,
to catch all sounds com ing from the adjoinino- room.
At this critical juncture, with one sweep of his hand he
snatched the bed clothes up and cast them over Peleg,
h is candle and revolver.
The light was instantly extinguished-so was Peleg.
Having accomplished this feat, the hunted outlayv
threw himself upon the man under the covers and
pounded him unmercifl1lly.
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The detective struggled desperately, but he was all
wrapped up in the bed clothes and co uld offer but little
resistance when Jesse James pitched him into the closet,
still bundled up, and fastened the door with a tipp ed-up
ch'a ir.
Then the outlaw made for the window.
Having discomfited his foes, he was now bent upon
making his escape.
Andy's turn was next.
How would he fare?

CHAPTER XIX.
'.JESSE

JAMES'

LIGHT.

At this juncture, those in the house below must have
thought a madman had broken loose somewhere.
Ben, under the bed, realizing that evil had befallen his
leader, and believing Jesse James would surely murder
him where he lay, stuck there like a pig under a fence,
began to roar lustily for help.
At the same time he beat his heels upon the floor,
making a lively tattoo.
To add to the general confusion, the two men out in
the passage-way, who had been stationed there to watch
the door, and shoot the o_µtlaws if they appeared, considered this an invitation to join in th e fracas.
They recognized Ben's lusty voice, and supposed, of
·c ourse, that worthy must be meeting death by inches to
make such an uproar.
Consequently, they hurled themselves against the door
of the barricaded room , and began to add to the cla,mor
by ki cking it open.
In the midst of all this racket, Jesse Jam es began to
make hi s exit.
H e climbed out of the window, feet first .
Knowing that the ladder must be somewhere below,
he reached for it.
At first his feet failed to stri~e it.
Lowering himself a little more, success attended his
effort.
He found a support.
\Vithout a second's delay, the man swung himself
down the ladder.
He did not forget Andy.
That worthy was crouching below, his finger on the
trigger; not being sure whether the party descending was
friend or foe, he was only waiting for some action to
make his decision.
The man sprang to the ground.
Now was the time.
" Who is it?" he demanded.
"Andy ?" came a voice.

''Yes, captain."
"\Vhcre are you, man ?"
"Here, right in front of you."
"Ah ! ves . Take that."
,As he. spoke, the desperado sprang suddenly up Jnc
other, and dealt him several terrific blo>vs.
1.
:'.\" ot expecting such treatm ent, of course th e man .:
poorly prepared fo r it.
J
He could only ntter a cry when he was struck in
face , and knocked over.
(
The lad der feil on him a second time, and added t
misfortun es.
J esse Jam es had gained his liberty, and was now i
)
to go where he pleased.
Men were rushing around the tavern.
Those inside had made for the open air, as if fe;r\
that a· magazine was about to explode.
To avoid th em, Jesse Jam es could have sprung a'
but they did not know him, and he at once mingled '
the crowd, desirous of seeing what cam~ of this q
affair.
When he thought it prudent to retire, he did not dq
that he could slip away unperceived.
'
The men above succeeded in bursting open the (
and entering the room.
A light was struck.
Poor Ben was groaning dismally under the bed, 1
t'heir first move was to drag him out.
'
Before he could offer a word in explanation, a &
was heard in the closet.
¥.Then the chair was knocked away the door opd
and Peleg stalked into view, dragging the bed-cq
after him, as they had in so.me manner become fas
to his person.
)
Peleg looked as though he had been through the
---!his hair was all topsy-turvy, and his right eye tu
black, while his face was streaked with blood, fot 1
desperado had struck heavily, and only for the shielc
fered by the bed-covers, Smith might have even 1
1
knocked senseless· while in chancery.
t
He held one hand to his bleeding nose, while the '
groped for a handk erchief.
.
Peleg was game, however.
.
1
He had not lost all sense of the ridiculoU's, and a!th~
in no condition for enjoyment, could not keep a Ii
smile from crossing his face.
" \i\T ell, Ben, we're left," he said.
"Yes," returned that worthy, with one hand
his back, and the other doing a like service
stomach, ''that seems to be about the fit of it,
unless--"
"Unless what?''
l
.
.,
"Brave Andy has gobbled h1111 up.
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eleg started .
'I hacl quite forgotten the man. Perhaps--"
Vithout finishing the sentence he ran over to .the win,, and leaned out.
'Andy!' '
hollow groan welled up.
'Arc you dead, old man, I say?"
'Pretty nigh it."
' vVhcre's the Yillain ?"
'Gone, captain, after near murderin' me."
'That's bad."
f 'Whafs all this row about?"
ne of the men who had gatf1ered around Andy, put
s question.
We were trying .to trap the prince of outlaws and got
in the lurch," responded Peleg.
Who was that?"
'A certain man named Jesse James."
t the mention of that name various exclamations
se, for it was well known.
esides, the 1,1ews of the affair experienced on the preing night at. Battle Mountain had been ca_r_ried near
far, and the terror of that name wa& some.t bing bed all precedent.
ndignant shouts arose.
eleg saw he had the sympathy of all present, and
ckly he called upon them to spread out and look fo r
man who had escaped .
ere was a decided sensation in the camp. ·
rom mouth to· mouth the word was passed along, and
oon became known all over Blue Blazes Bar that the
orious man from Missouri had been in their midst.
orches blazed.
ho ut$ rang out.
he mining camp was in a-furor.
t bega1; to look as though there might be a repetition
the previous nighfs 111Nce at Battle ).fountain, when
S(j James defied the whole community to take him.
t he outlaw k~ew this wa~ 11 \) safe. spot for him, and
yas not long in leavi ng- the crowd he had joined.
Iis day's rest had clone him a world of good, although
now found him -elf hungry, and with no means of sat'ing his :ippetite.
~'ell a;med, and determined to resist arrest to the utt, he made up his mind to pass out froni among the
ins and hide himself in the mountains somewhere.
ust as he was passing one of the last houses a hand
t laid on his arm.
Don "t shoot, Jesse," came a voice just in time.
e recognized it.

"Frank!"
"On deck, old boss ."
They had agreed to meet at the Bar, and when the
others failed to show up he began to believe they must
have been pursued and forced into taking some other
route.
. "Where are the rest of the boys?"
"In this cabin. It belongs to Bill Price-you remember him. 'vVe met him on the outskirts of the camp and
he knew us. He said there was a hot fe eling against us
here on account of what we had done over the motmtain , and that we had better bide in his ca,bin, while he
went out to look for you."
"Isn't Bill in now?"
"~o, he hasn't come ba.ck. I hear a lot of those crazy
m iners bearing this way. Guess we'd do well t0' go in,
too."
They did so.
The min ers, instead of going past, halt-ed in front oi
the cabin and waved their torches.
"Surround the house ."
"This is Bill's place."
"They used to be great chums years ago, and if any~
body knows ahout 'em it's Bill."
"No quarte r~ "
"Death to the outlaws!',.
Such cries from the angry crowd showed tlie state of
their feelings.
The min.ers of Feather River were aroused by the
bold deeds of Jesse Jam es and his crew, and intended
making things so hot for the scoundrels that they would
be glad to shake the dust of California from their feet,
ancl migrate back .to the State that had befn the scene of
their work.
In some way or other they had struck upon the exact
truth.
lt was a happy in spiration on the part of some genius.
The men they sough t were in Bill 's cabin, but they did
not intend to stay there long.
Realizing that their retreat was knO\rn, and that with
each passing minute the danger must increase until they
wou ld find themselves in a terribliJ pickle, the quartet
quickly resolved to rush out and stampede the group of
men who had taken upon themselves the task of surrounding the su>pectc<l cabin.
With Jesse James at the h"ead, they suddenly appeared .
in the midst of the miners .
The flickering •light of the torches illuminated the
scene, and shm,·ecl those nearest them the four fiei·ce
outlaws, each one grasping a revolver in either hand.
L oud cries were heard.
All eyes urned in that direction.

I
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T..Jie sight petrified those men, although they were not
Unttsed to scenes of Yiolence-stlll, there was something
so fierce in the'bristling appearance of these desperadoes
that stamp~d them demons.
Would they 'have to cut their way throµgh?
It would not be a difficult task.
The encircling line was small, and those deadly revolvers would soon decrease it.
The awe-inspiring presence of Jesse Jam es, coupled
with the vivid remembrance of his terrible reputation,
prevented any one of the men from making a fool of
himself.
"If any man ·Olf you is in a hu.rry to die, let him get
in the way of J es'Se James."
No one moved.
The party who would have been willing enough was at
the tavern org.anizing his men for a grand hunt, and
heard not the challenge.
Still facing their foes, the four Missourians began to
retrograde, backing out of camp.
They kept their array of weapons leveled, and each
man among the miners seemed to feel that he was covered by all the i::evolvers, so that none of them dared to
move.
Backing still farther, the little squad of defiant outlaws
gradually became swallowed up in the darkness beyond.
Suddenly they vanished.
It was as though a black curtain had been let down
between t'he foes.
The miners were released from the queer spell-some
people call it fear-that had appared to v;eigh heavily
·
upon them.
They immediatel y set up a shout.
Answering calls came.
Men flocked to the spot to hear what had been discovered.
The news was soon made public, and the wildest excitement ensued .
It really began to ~o ok as though these men were
possessed of the evil character which some persons
ascribed to them, a!Jcl that no mortal would ever be able
to kill them.
Enough bullets had been fired at the James boys to
suppiy a regiment, and yet they .lived.
Satan protects his own, sometimes, and if one-half that
has been related of theni could be true, surely these exguerrillas must be favorites of the 6ld gentleman who
res id es in Hades.
An organized hunt \\'aS begun.
Scores o.f men formed searching parties, and a systematic hunt was the re::;ult.

The result?
Just what might have been expected.
They did not find those they sought, and y'et ~
many da]·s had passed by they heard of them frot
other direction.
Peleg Smith discharged his deputies.
'vVhen the first report came of the James boys ap
ing at another point, he posted off in hot speed, <
mined to be in at the · death if the outlaws met thef
in the Golden State.
u
I

*

*
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After their escape from the clutches of the mini 1
the Bar, the four Missourians had the whole of Calif
spread out before them.
They could go vvhere they wished.
o
At the same time danger was at tl:ieir door,
man's hand was raised against them.
They kept together and managed to reach
skirts of San Francisco.
Here the quartet of rascals separated.
Silas Barker and Tom Twiggs took passage on:
sel for Panama, where they could make their way ta1
Orleans.
The James boys had a different plan in view, anf
first thought was to get a go0d mount.
They bought rifles and a complete outfit, for '
and dangerous journey lay ahead.
At this time, a few years after the Civil War, theij
stretching between Missouri and California, whc\j
overland mail ran ; were the hunting grounds of 11dians, and it was always a matter of life and det
white men to cross, even when in large companies.
No one but a daring soul would have ever drea~
crossing this vast stretch of wild country, with ~
single companion, and yet this was the plan Jesse
had conceived.
·
.Every necessary article was purchased, but no
ies, for their horses could not stand being overlo
If any two men on earth were capable of acco
ing this feat, it was the James boys.
It is not our purpose to fdllow them closely.
They met with aclYentures.
Through them all the wonderful nerve that h
distinguished these border ruffians carried them, t
the end they appeared once more in their old hau
THE END.
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Carter Weekly" (price
five cents), and all his
Nick Carter.
work is written for us.
It may interest the patrons and readers ·
of the Nick Carter Series of Detective
Stories to know that these famous tories.
will soon be produced upon the · stage
under unusually elaborate circums nces. ~
Arrangements have just been com leted •·
between the publishers and Manager F.
C. Whitney, to present the entire set of
Nick Carter stories in dramatic form. The
first play of the series will be brought out
next fall.
STREET & SMITH, Publishers, New York.

l'

BUFFALO BILL STORlt:S

DIAMOND DICK STORIES__"

The only publicatio authorized by
the Hon. Wm. F. Cody (Buffalo Bill.)

THE

WE were the publish-

ers of the first story
ever written of the famous and world-renowned
Buffal~ Bill, the great
hero whose life has been
one succession of excitBuffalo Bill.
ing and thrilling incidents combined with great successes and
accomplishments, all of which will be told
in a series of grand stories which we shall
'now place before the American boys. The
first of these stories entitled "Buffalo Bill,
the Border King,'' appears in No. I of our
new five=ce nt library entitled " The Buffalo Bql Stories."
STREET & SMITH, Publishers, New York .

celebrated

Dia-

mond Dick stories can
only be fouud in "Dia- ,...
mond Dick, Jr.,The Boys'
Best Weekly." Dia~odtt "
Diamond Dick.

Dick and his son B tie

are the most unique and fascinating he es
of Western romance. The scenes, and many
of the incidents, in these exciting stories are
taken from real life.

Diamond Dick slories

are ccnc(!ded to be the best stories of the West.
and are all copprighted by us.

The library

is the same size and price as this publication,
with handsome illuminated cover.
five cents.

Price,

STREET & SMITH, Publishers, NEW York.

